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MicroSoar: A High Speed Microstructure Profiling System

1 INTRODUCTION

Marine resource management is highly dependent upon good science and

technology. Managers often have difficulity determining what activities and impacts

are occurring in their resource area from simple and inexpensive observations and

inspections. The hostile fluid environment of the sea does not permit casual in situ

observations. Originally, information about the ocean environment came from local

fishermen and a few explorers. Today, much of what we know about the sea comes to

us from analysis of huge amounts of data gathered using complex data acquisition

technologies. These data and technologies have increased both our ability to

understand the marine environment and our ability to exploit the marine environment.

Human activities on land and the sea are affecting ocean ecosystems around the world.

As the intensity and scope of human activities has increased, the impact on the oceans

due to these activities has increased to the point where they imperil the stability of

ocean ecosystems and resources. We are changing natural systems in ways that we do

not yet understand. There is increasing realization on the part of governments that we

are rapidly and irreversibly altering ocean ecosystems and resources. More than ever

before, managers are being asked to predict the response of natural systems to the

increasing array of uses that societies are making on them. In response, managers turn

to science and technology to learn more about the environment, its resources, and its

vulnerabilities.

Many of the oceans responses to human induced stresses seem transient and hard

to predict in time and space. Fluid turbulence, and its ability to hasten the mixing of

water masses and aid in the vertical transport of heat, chemicals and biology, is being

studied by scientists because it is responsible for much of the small scale variability

observed in the ocean. This document describes a data acquisition system called

MicroSoar that was developed to measure turbulence and mixing in the water column.
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1.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE AND
MANAGEMENT

In 1961 the worlds population was about 3 billion. By the spring of 1990 it was at

5.3 billion with 93 million people being added each year. About two-thirds of the

world's population lives within 500 kilometers of the ocean (Getis et al. 1991). The

impact per person on the coastal environment has increased drastically due to urban

development, rural land clearing, industrial pollution, large civil works projects

(sewers, dams, piers and dredging) and technological advances in fishing gear.

Resource managers are faced with trying to conserve remaining resources while

maintaining the flow of benefits at the same high rate. They must do this in spite of the

fact that they do not adequately understand the natural system and its reaction to human

impacts. In response to the declining quality of the coastal environment, scientists are

being asked by resource managers to provide infonnation that will be used to adapt

human activities to be in "harmony" with natural coastal processes.

Scientists have been studying coastal and ocean processes for hundreds of years.

Progress in understanding marine ecosystem fundamentals was slow at first because it

was physically difficult to make detailed measurements below the surface of the water.

Great strides in ocean sciences have occurred in the last 50 years due to advances in

ocean instrumentation technologies. However, this understanding is nowhere near

complete, nor is it sufficient to answer many of the questions being posed by resource

managers. Managers often need scientists to tell them specifically what impacts or

changes in the resource will result from given courses of action.

Scientists are sometimes placed in positions of having to react quickly with an

opinion regarding a policy decision. Many times there is insufficient time, money and

information about the environment to adequately investigate the scientific basis for a

decision. Many scientists on advisory bodies are volunteers receiving no

compensation. The complexity of the issues brought before them means they must

spend a considerable amount of time and effort in background research. Paid or not,

scientists are faced with making sense of extremely complex physical, chemical,



geological and biological interactions. Scientists need to be able to rely on agency staff

to help with locating documents, preparing reports and arranging meetings. Scientists

need to be recognized as the valued resource to the agency that they are. Especially as

regards ocean instrumentation and data acquisition for a particular resource or issue,

scientists and their analyses will benefit greatly from an agency that has an ongoing

monitoring plan with provisions for growth.

Scientific information is hard to come by in the marine environment. Ocean

research and modeling are expensive and time consuming. It takes decades to build an

accurate scientific representation of a marine ecosystem. Agencies must provide a

central coordinating authority for the variety of scientific investigations and data

acquired about a resource. This authority must insure that a sufficient resource

knowledge base is established, maintained and made available to the community.

Sponsored research must have a clearly defined purpose in enhancing the knowledge

base of the resource as well as being responsive to answer agency questions about the

resource response to agency management prescriptions. Once the research is done it is

the agency's responsibility (with advice from scientists) to make sure the information is

adequately evaluated, interpreted and disseminated to stakeholders and the public

1.2 MICROSOAR: A TECHNOLOGY TO ALLOW SCIENTISTS TO
ANSWER MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS

The cornerstone of modern ocean management systems is a strong fundamental

understanding of ocean processes. "Effective management techniques depend upon

sufficient data upon which to base decisions and to determine the accuracy and

effectiveness of those decisions" (Lohse and Kildow 1996). Thanks to remote sensing

and oceanic instrumentation systems, much has been learned about the highly complex

biological, geological, physical and chemical systems of the ocean. From the large

body of data and science available, managers can count on building a reliable

knowledge base for their resource. In spite of the vast amount of knowledge and
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information available, there is still insufficient knowledge to answer many of the

management questions being posed. That this is so is due more to the innate

complexity and variability of the natural systems in the marine environment than to a

failure of management or of science. Just as it has adjusted to natural perturbations

through the millennia, the natural system is adjusting to our human caused

perturbations. We are fmding that our disturbances of natural systems are causing them

to shift to new equilibriums over a range of spatial and temporal scales.

The sciences provide a knowledge base about how oceanic ecosystems function.

Technology provides the means to measure and quantify physical parameters

representing the state of these ecosystems. Scientists need more information about

fundamental ocean processes in order to understand marine ecosystems and address

specific resource management questions. One such fundamental ocean process in need

of more observational information is the magnitude and distribution of fluid turbulence

in the ocean. Turbulence is important because it facilitates the mixing of ocean water

masses and thus the distribution and change of physical, chemical and biological

properties. Turbulence is responsible for much of the variability in the marine

ecosystem response to human pollution. It is a necessary component in the delivery

system of nutrients into stratified euphotic waters. The distribution and magnitude of

turbulence can also indicate the presence of other physical oceanographic processes.

An understanding of turbulence and its effect on marine ecosystems will enable a

greater degree of certainty in impact analysis for a variety of coastal uses and activities.

One important area of research has been small scale ocean turbulence. As already

mentioned, ocean turbulence is important because it facilitates mixing in the water

column. Small scale turbulent processes effect the distribution of heat, energy,

nutrients and pollutants in the fluid environment. Mixing processes are not well

understood in most coastal areas. Much more information about the distribution of

turbulence in the ocean is critical for scientists to better understand and predict the

marine ecosystems' natural functioning and its response to pollution and climate

change. Measuring turbulence is difficult, exacting and very expensive. Extremely
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large amounts of data are required to usefully characterize the turbulent processes

affecting a region.

The purpose of MicroSoar, the instrument designed and built for this thesis

project, is to more efficiently gather data on mixing processes in the ocean. The

instrument will provide scientists infonnation that can be used to quantify the spatial

and temporal extent of turbulent mixing in the water column. This data is potentially

useful to scientists in all disciplines of oceanography concerned with determining

energy and property fluxes across isopycnal surfaces in the water column. Isopycnal

surfaces are layers of water (usually horizontal) having the same density.

The next section provides a physical description of turbulence, how it is

generated, how it is dissipated and how it is scientifically quantified. Section 3

describes the techniques used to measure turbulence. Section 4 describes MicroSoar

design details. Section 5 shows performance data obtained with Micro Soar during

deployment in the ocean. Section 6 discusses the importance of turbulence to the

marine environment, ending with an example of how data on turbulence in

Massachusetts Bay could help scientists assess the impact of Boston's new sewage

outfall. Section 7 provides suggestions for further development.



2 SMALL SCALE TURBULENCE IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Turbulent water motions affect practically every aspect of oceanography. "The

action of turbulence appears not only in the circulation models of physical

oceanographers but equally in the models of chemical distributions, of biological

production and of sedimentation" (Nihoul 1980). Mixing on scales above the

molecular diffusion level is generally the result of turbulence in a fluid. This is because

of the slow rate of the molecular diffusion process in which individual water molecules

are exchanged between thin sections of fluid with different properties. Turbulence

greatly enhances this exchange by moving larger parcels of water greater distances

instead of individual molecules over molecular scales. Small scale turbulence is

essential to energy and mass transport vertically in the water colunm. In the ocean the

vertical flux of properties such as horizontal water velocity, heat, salinity, and nutrients

are primarily dependent upon turbulence (Pickard and Emery 1990).

2.1 WHAT IS TURBULENCE?

Water movements in the ocean are characterized as being either laminar or

turbulent. In laminar flow, fluid parcels move smoothly parallel to one another with no

macroscopic mixing motion normal to the direction of the flow. In turbulent flow, the

fluid motions are chaotic with fluid parcels mixing in all directions. "Turbulence is

classically defined as random, fluctuating, three-dimensional motion that is both

dissipative and diffusive" (Osborn 1986). Monin and Ozmidov (1985) define

turbulence as an "ensemble of random fluctuations of thermodynamic characteristics in

rotational flows." The basic feature of turbulence is the random character of the

changes in time and space of the hydrographic characteristics associated with the fluid.

In 1884 Osborne Reynolds demonstrated that laminar flow will destablize and change
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into turbulent flow when the inertial forces (momentum) acting on the elements of a

liquid in motion exceed the viscous (friction) forces.

In general, turbulent flows have the following characteristics: Turbulent flows are

random. They change rapidly and unpredictably in both time and space. Turbulent

flow is diffusive and dissipative. Fluid parcels with differing heat, momentum, water

chemistry and biological properties are rapidly advected into close contact. Turbulent

flows are rotational. They are characterized by high levels of fluctuating vorticity.

Vorticity is a measure of the tendency for a water mass to rotate or to form vortices.

Fluid vorticity is due to an instantaneous imbalance of the moments of the forces acting

on the fluid parcel elements of the flow (Dera 1992). The fluctuations of vorticity on

large spatial scales generate a fluctuation cascade, in which successively smaller

vortices are generated by larger ones. Consequently, kinetic energy is transferred to

smaller and smaller length scales. Eventually the kinetic energy of the flow will reach

length scales small enough for molecular diffusion to be effective and the energy of the

flow will be dissipated as heat.

2.1.1 Length and Time Scales of Water Motion in the Ocean

The forcing energy for ocean water motions comes primarily from the sun. Short-

wave solar energy differentially heats the surface of the earth, with annual average

heating larger at low latitudes than at high latitudes. This heat must be exhausted out

of the atmosphere by black-body (or "grey body") longwave radiation, which is more

evenly distributed around the globe than the short wave solar input. Consequently, heat

must be transported from low to high latitudes by the atmosphere and the oceans. This

poleward transport of heat, modified by the earth's rotation, results in the major wind

belts (trade winds, mid-latitude westerlies, etc.) and oceanic circulation systems (mid-

basin gyres, western boundary currents, etc.). An important, but much smaller, amount

of additional energy is imparted from the gravitational influence of the moon and sun in

the form of the tides. The movement of seawater spans a great variety of scales in both
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time and space. At the smallest scales, three-dimensional turbulence predominates

while at the largest scales, global interbasin wide circulations exist which evolve over

thousands of years.

Denman (1994) describes four ranges of an overall space time continuum for

motions in the ocean. The Rotational Range encompasses the largest length and time

scales. In the Rotational Range the motion is primarily two-dimensional eddy motions

acting over length scales greater than 100 meters and time scales greater than one

pendulum day. This includes ocean basin circulations such as gyres, rings and eddies

that are influenced by the effects of the earth's rotation (the Coriolis force). The

Buoyancy Range includes motions of a length scale approaching the depth of the upper

ocean mixing layer (from 100's of meters to 1 meter) and includes internal waves and

small-scale eddies. In this range, the fluid motion makes a transition from two-

dimensional to three-dimensional flow, with periods on the order of minutes to many

hours. Buoyancy Range motions are affected by gravity and stratification of the water

column. The Inertial Range consists of three-dimensional small-scale turbulent

motions in which the forces of gravity and molecular viscosity (viscous friction) are

dominated by inertial forces. The Inertial Range extends from several meters to several

centimeters, over periods of several seconds to several minutes. The Viscous Range is

the smallest scale of fluid motions, typically less than a few centimeters. In the viscous

range, fluid motions are dissipated by molecular viscosity, and the kinetic energy of the

viscous-scale flow is deposited in the fluid as heat.

2.1.2 Sources of Turbulent Energy in the Ocean

Turbulence in the oceans is generated by flow velocity shears, which are created

by several mechanisms. For example, wind forcing at the surface creates a velocity

gradient, with the surface water moving faster than the water below. Away from

stationary boundaries, internal waves propagating on density gradients can create

turbulence through shear instabilities. Anywhere flowing water encounters a stationary



boundary, such as the bottom of the ocean, along the coasts, at sea mounts or islands,

strong velocity gradients are created that can lead to turbulence. When large bodies of

water moving at different speeds come into contact with one another, a shear is created

at their interface that can lead to turbulence. The diurnal cycle of solar heating and

night time cooling at the surface typically causes density instabilities, and turbulence is

created by convective adjustments. This cycle has been demonstrated to modulate

corresponding turbulent mixing events within and extending below the mixed surface

layer (Mourn et al. 1989).

Turbulent eddies created by shear flow will initially have a maximum length scale

on the order of the width of the shear flow. "The energy exchange between the mean

flow and the turbulence is governed by the dynamics of large eddies. . . large eddies

contribute most to the turbulence production because [production] increases with eddy

size" (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). These eddies extract energy from the mean flow

field. Smaller eddies are in turn created from the velocity field of the larger eddies, and

extract turbulent kinetic energy from them. Even smaller eddies are created from the

velocity field of the small eddies, and so on down to length scales on the order of

millimeters. "The kinetic energy is therefore cascaded down from large to small eddies

in a series of small steps" (Kundu 1990).

2.1.3 Forces Acting to Destroy Turbulence in the Ocean

If turbulent kinetic energy is removed from the turbulent field faster than it is

generated, the turbulence can not be sustained. In a homogeneous medium, energy is

removed from turbulent flows by the viscous force of molecular diffusion. As

turbulent energy cascades to smaller length scales, more surface area of the flow is

exposed to conflicting velocity fields, resulting in smaller scale shears over larger areas.

It is across these increased surface areas that the energy is finally dissipated. For a fluid

of constant viscosity, a given fmal length scale of the turbulence can dissipate only so

much energy per unit volume and per unit time. Turbulent kinetic energy dissipates at
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all length scales of the turbulent field; however, the surface area of contact between

sheared velocity fields at the larger scales is much smaller than those at the smaller

scales, resulting in a much greater dissipation at the smaller scales. Stated another way,

the turbulent field loses turbulent kinetic energy at each step down the energy cascade,

but it is not until the smaller scale steps are reached that the amount of turbulent kinetic

energy lost becomes significant.

It takes time for turbulent kinetic energy to cascade down to smaller scales where

the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is greater. Generally, this time scale is of

order (duldx)' where du is rate of change in velocity and dx is the length scale at which

turbulent kinetic energy is being dissipated. Turbulence grows by quickly increasing

the affected volume in the homogeneous medium. The "excess" turbulent kinetic

energy advects to the surrounding medium until the local kinetic energy dissipation rate

becomes significant. If the amount of turbulent kinetic energy generated exceeds the

dissipation capability of a given homogeneous volume of water, the turbulence will

advect into the surrounding water mass until the amount of kinetic energy being

generated is equal to the amount of kinetic energy being dissipated.

When a shear stress is introduced to a stratified medium, the dynamics of the

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation change, because the turbulent kinetic energy

generated is influenced by the magnitude of the static stability of the water column.

The medium is considered statically stable if the density increases with depth faster

than the adiabatic density increases, insuring that less dense (lighter) water lies over

more dense (heavier) water. In order for turbulence to be initiated in a stratified fluid,

the energy obtained from the forcing shear must be able to move denser (heavy) parcels

of water against gravity and place them higher in the water column. At the same time,

it must force less dense (lighter) parcels of water lower in the stratified water column.

In this way, a portion of the turbulent kinetic energy originally obtained from the mean

flow gradient is converted to potential energy gained by the displaced fluid parcels in

the water column. This density instability generates both internal wave-like motions

that may radiate energy away from the turbulent field, and smaller-scale three

dimensional turbulent motions.
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2.2 TURBULENT MIXING IN THE OCEAN

It is important to distinguish turbulence from mixing. Turbulence is the fluid in

motion while mixing is the result of turbulence bringing water masses with differing

properties into close contact. One of the most important characteristics of turbulent

motion is its ability to drastically increase the rate of diffusion of momentum, heat,

kinetic energy, chemicals and biological particles. The rates of transfer and mixing of

these water properties due to turbulence are several orders of magnitude greater than

the rates due to molecular diffusion (Tennekes and Lumley 1972).

In highly stratified regions of the ocean, turbulence is usually intermittent and can

be found in "patches" surrounded by completely stable water (Dillon 1984). The

increased mixing of heat, chemical and other water properties occurs as a result of the

energy cascade process of turbulence. Within the turbulent patch, many large fluid

parcels that were previously separated by relatively long distances are broken down into

increasingly smaller parcels by the cascading eddies. These smaller eddies bring the

parcels containing different water properties closer to each other. The cascade effect

eventually generates long thin filaments which have much more surface area than the

original large parcels. "The large mixing rates in a turbulent flow, therefore, are

essentially a result of the turbulent fluctuations generating the large surfaces on which

the molecular diffusion finally acts" (Kundu 1990).

2.3 HOW TURBULENCE AND MIXING ARE QUANTIFIED

It is not easy to directly measure the flux of water properties across stratified

boundaries in the ocean. In principal, if the velocity fluctuations and the concentration

gradient of the water property (e.g., heat, chemical composition, or density) can be

precisely measured at the same point and time, the flux can be calculated. For instance,

the heat flux Jq is given by:

Jq = pC <u3'T'>.
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Here, u3' is vertical velocity fluctuation, T' is temperature fluctuation, <u3'T'> is

the correlation of u3' and T', p is density and C, is the specific heat. A problem with

directly measuring a set of correlated data points for u3' and T' arises because the

correlations are quite small. The measurements may include errors introduced by non-

turbulent internal waves, imprecisely matched sensor response times, and movements

of the measurement platform. Because of these inherent inaccuracies, until recently, it

has proven more effective to infer fluxes from measurements of the turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation rate, c, or from the temperature variance dissipation rate, XT' both of

which rely on the measurement of only one fluctuating quantity. "Even though the

length scales and signal levels are much smaller, and XT are measured more easily

because only one variable is involved and internal wave contamination is negligible in

most cases" (Gregg 1987). These parameters are described in more detail below.

Recently, Mourn (1990), successfully deployed a microstructure profiler carrying a

high-sensitivity pitot tube that could sufficiently resolve vertical velocity fluctuations in

the inertial range so as to calculate <u3'T'>. This technology has been used to, among

other things, validate the use of small-scale scalar measurements to determine E and XT

"It is found that energy-containing scale estimates of both dissipation rate and heat flux

compare favorably with dissipation scale estimates" (Mourn 1996).

2.3.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Dissipation Rate, E.

The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, , is the rate at which turbulent

kinetic energy is being dissipated by viscous forces. Viscous dissipation is thought to

be the primary sink for turbulent energy so it is usually assumed that is equivalent to

the rate at which turbulent kinetic energy is being produced. Most of the turbulent

kinetic energy dissipation occurs at small length scales after cascading down from

larger scales. The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, E is defined as:
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S = 2v <e1e1>

where = '/2 (du1/dx +duIdx1) is the fluctuating shear strain rate, with the subscripts i

and j ranging from 1 to 3. v is the kinematic viscosity of seawater, approximately 1.4 x

1 O m2/s. Because v is nearly a constant for a given seawater mass, the turbulent

kinetic energy dissipated varies primarily as a function of the magnitude of the

fluctuating shear strain e1. The fluctuating velocities du and dli) depend upon the

magnitude of turbulent kinetic energy cascaded from the larger scale eddies, while dx

and dx. are a function of the smallest length scales of the turbulence. As the turbulent

eddy cascade process creates smaller water parcels, the velocity gradients (du1/dx and

du./dx1) within the parcels sharpen as the length scales become smaller. Therefore the

fluctuating shear strain rate, e1, increases with decreasing eddy size (i.e., smaller scales

of variation). Assuming the turbulence to be isotropic (the same in all directions), the

output waveform of a microstructure shear probe can be used to calculate by

measuring the actual velocity shear regime within a turbulent field, (Oakey 1982):

c = (15/2) v <(du'/dz)2>

where <(du'/dz)2> is the variance in the vertical gradient of turbulent fluctuations in

one horizontal direction.

2.3.2 The Kolmogorov Scale, ii and the Buoyancy Scale, Lb

The Kolmogrov scale, i is the diameter of the smallest eddies in a turbulent field.

It is the length scale at which turbulent motions begin to be significantly dissipated by

viscous forces. The Kolmogorov scale is a function of the viscosity, v, of the fluid and

the amount of turbulent kinetic energy dissipated, s. Kolmogorov determined that the

energy statistics at small scales are isotropic and depend only on c and v, forcing the

dependence (Kundu 1990):

11 = (v3/s)"4.
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The Buoyancy scale, Lb, is length of the largest eddies that can be sustained in the water

column without being impeded by the stratification. It represents the largest lengths at

which eddy motions can be three dimensional in stratified fluids. The Buoyancy scale

is a function of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, C, and the degree of

stratification (represented by N, the buoyancy frequency):

Lb = 2ir(c/N3).

N -(gIp0)(dp/dz) where g is the force of gravity, p0 is the average density and dp/clz is

the rate of change of density with depth. Lb is the same as the Ozmidov scale, L0,

(Ozmidov 1965), multiplied times 2it, Lb = 2t(L0). Between r and Lb is the Inertial

Range defmed above. This is the range of turbulent motion where inertial forces are

much greater than gravity and viscous forces. Tn 1941 Kolmogrov and Obukhov

independently determined that within this Inertial Range the spectral energy

distribution is a function only of c. They ascertained that the spectrum in the Inertial

Range must be proportional to 83K513 (Kundu 1990). Where K = 2irIL is the

wavenumber with L being the eddy length.

2.3.3 Temperature Variance Dissipation Rate,XT

XT is the rate of diffusive smoothing of temperature fluctuations at the smallest

scales. When turbulence occurs in a stratified fluid the turbulent eddies will scramble

the pre-existing temperature gradient into a mosaic of smaller microscale temperature

gradients spread throughout the volume of the turbulent field. The detailed

microstructure of the resulting temperature fluctuation field can be thought of as a

signature of the turbulence. The temperature fluctuations T' generated by the turbulent

eddies is usually obtained from the differentiated output of a microstructure

temperature probe dropped vertically through the turbulent field. Xr is a function of the

variance of the temperature fluctuation rate and the molecular diffusivity of heat within

the turbulent field (Dillon 1982):
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XTi = 2D<(dT'/dx1)(dT'/dx1)>

Xii = 2D<(dT'/dx1)2>.

D is the molecular diffusivity of heat, typically lxi o- m2/s for seawater. <(dT'/dx1)2>,

is the variance of the rate of change of temperature fluctuations averaged over a length

scale of one or more meters. It can be approximated by taking the integral of the power

spectrum of the T' signal. In the above equation, XTi represents the temperature

variance in one dimension, i. To form the three-dimensional temperature variance

dissipation rate, Xi' we must include the effects of all three spatial dimensions.

Traditional dropped profilers only sample the variance of the temperature fluctuations

in the vertical, if we assume the turbulence is isotropic at the small scales over which

we measure, we can assume that the variance in the temperature fluctuation rate will be

the same in all three dimensions:

<(dT'/dx)2> = <(dT'Idz)2> =

So for all three dimensions:

Xi = 2D<(dT'/dx)2> + 2D<(dT'/dy)2> + 2D<(dT'Idz)2>

and XT = 6D<(dT'/dz)2>.

2.3.4 Cox Number, C,.

The Cox number, C,, is a ratio of the variance in the temperature fluctuation rate,

(a function of the stirrring due to turbulent mixing), to the mean temperature gradient

against which the turbulence was established. Higher Cox numbers indicate that

turbulence is playing an increasingly important role in mixing the water column. The

Cox number can be determined from vertical microstructure temperature measurements

(Dillon and CaldweIl 1980):

C, =3 <(dT'/dz)2> / <dT/dz>2

where <(dT'/dz)2> is the variance in the rate of change of temperature fluctuation rate.

It can be obtained by integrating the microstructure temperature gradient spectrum



averaged over a vertical length scale of one or more meters. <dT/dz> is the rate of

change of the mean microstructure temperature gradient averaged over the same depth

interval as <(dT'Idz)2>.

C, can also be expressed as a relation of the amount of mixing of heat due to

turbulence to that due to thermal diffusivity:

C = K/D.

D is the molecular diffusivity of heat (a property of the sea water) and K is the

diapycnal diffusivity (a function of the preexisting temperature gradient and the amount

of turbulence). K is a useful coefficient for calculating diapycnal heat flux as

described below.

2.3.5 Diapycnal Diffusivity, K.

The equations describing turbulence are so complex it is customary to

parameterize the diffusive nature of turbulence by use of scalar diffusivity constants.

Turbulent mixing is dominated by the large scale motion of water parcels carrying

scalar properties such as heat, salinity, chemicals and biology. We can assume that the

turbulent diffusivity constants will be the same for all of these scalars. This is because

they all move within the same parcel of water. In stratified fluids the isopycnal

diffusivity constant, KH, will be much greater than the diapycnal diffusivity constant,

K.
We use Fick's Second Law to determine the flux of a scalar via turbulence. For

the rate of change in concentration of a chemical, C, at some fixed point, x, where the

property gradient is evaluated in the diapycnal direction:

d[C]/dt = K (d2[Cl/dx2).

It is important to remember that the diapycnal diffusivity term K is a simplification of

the turbulent diffusion processes and it is not as soundly rooted in physics as it's

molecular diffusivity counterpart. "[When we use an effective diffusivity term].. . the

idea of trying to understand the turbulence itself is partly discarded. If we use an
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effective diffusivity, we tend to treat turbulence as a property of a fluid rather than a

property of the flow. Conceptually, this is a very dangerous approach. However, it

often makes the mathematics a good deal easier" (Tennekes and Lumley 1972).

According to Davis (1996) the most effective method of determining diapycnal

diffusivity, K, is from temperature gradient microstructure measurements using a

method first described by Osborn and Cox (1972). The method depends upon turbulent

overturns disrupting a stratified background temperature gradient and creating small

scale temperature fluctuations:

= XT/{2(1T/th)}

where y is the temperature variance dissipation rate and dT/dz is the average vertical

temperature gradient.

Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs) are highly sensitive to eddy

diffisivity, K, and the vertical structure of mixing indicating that "a major aspect of the

large-scale circulation appears tied to the vertical structure of the diapycnal density flux"

(Gregg 1987). Bryan (1986) preformed a series of experiments in which values of

vertical diffusivity, K, typical of those being estimated from available measurements

(values between 0.1 x 1o m2/s and 5.0 x 1 O m2/s) were used to determine the

sensitivity of a primitive numerical OGCM. The model showed a great sensitivity to the

magnitude of the vertical diffusivity terms. "This sensitivity of OGCMs [to vertical

diffusivity] is somewhat discouraging from the point of view of climate modeling. The

physical processes responsible for mixing in the interior of the ocean are perhaps the

most poorly understood. The turbulent motions responsible for cross-isopycnal (or

approximately vertical mixing) will therefore continue to be parametenzed for the

foreseeable future" (Bryan 1986).

In a recent study, Allen et al. (1995) conducted idealized two-dimensional

simulations of upwelling circulation along the Oregon continental shelf. They used the

Blumberg and Mellor (1987) primitive equation, sigma-coordinate, finite-difference

model with the Mellor and Yamada (1982) level 2.5 turbulence closure scheme as their

basic case. In order to investigate the sensitivity of the finite-difference model to

alternative turbulence representations they made runs using constant and Richardson



number-dependent parameterizations for vertical turbulent viscosity and diffusivity. "It

is clear that the nature of the across-shelf circulation and the characteristics of the

upwelling front [gradient in alongshore velocity, complexity of across-front circulation]

are dependent on the particular representation of turbulent processes used in the model.

Additional research is clearly needed to better understand and model the physics of

small-scale turbulent processes on the continental shelf' (Allen et al. 1995). Abundant

measurements of turbulence will allow more accurate representation of the diapycnal

mixing in those areas. More detailed knowledge of turbulence and mixing along with

data on larger scale coastal tidal currents, complex topography and internal wave

dynamics will allow physical oceanographers to better understand and predict the

effects of tidal currents and internal waves passing over shelf areas.

2.4 THE NEED FOR MORE DATA ON TURBULENCE IN THE
OCEAN

Because small-scale turbulence is such a random phenomenon theoretical

relationships are often only crude approximations. There are relatively few accurate

statements that can be made about a turbulent flow without recourse to experimental

evidence on that flow (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). In the atmosphere, turbulent flows

are relatively easily to observe. Cloud formations and smoke stacks are good

examples. In the ocean however it is very difficult to visualize the flows. During the

late 1960's Woods (1968) placed dye water in the water column at locations near Malta

in the Mediterranean Sea. He produced an excellent series of photographs of

turbulence near the thermocline along with detailed fine scale temperature

measurements. Satellite remote sensing images allow visualizations of large scale

turbulent motions such as eddies and river plumes entering the ocean. Below the

water's surface however it is very difficult and expensive to obtain information about

the detailed fluid movements.
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Because it is readily available, wind speed at the waters surface (typically

measured 10 meters above the surface of the water) has been used to estimate mixed

layer turbulence. This is because the current shear in the mixing layer developed by

wind stress is known to be a principle source of turbulent mixing in the waters above

the thermocline. "It is usually assumed that both the energy available for mixing and

the dissipation are proportional to the cube of the wind speed [(Niiler and Kraus

1977)]" (Dillon and Caidwell 1980). However, the extent and magnitude of mixing

created by the current shear can vary significantly because mixing also depends on the

degree and depth of stratification of the water column. There are other sources of

turbulence such as internal waves. Relying on an indicator like wind at the surface

might lead to considerable error.

Often low resolution (on the order of one sample per meter) measurements of the

vertical gradients of properties such as temperature, salinity and density are used to

estimate the extent of the mixed layer. Brainerd and Gregg (1995) used traditional

density difference and density gradient criteria to identify the mixing layer depth (the

mixing layer is the depth zone being actively mixed from the surface at a given time

and generally corresponds to the depth zone in which there is strong turbulence directly

driven by surface forcing) and the mixed layer depth (the mixed layer is the envelope of

maximum depths reached by the mixing layer on time scales of a day or more and is the

zone that has been reached in the recent past). Resolving the mixing layer is often

important to investigators who are trying to match the response of some parameter(s) to

an actively mixing layer. Brainerd and Gregg (1995) calculated mixing layers and

mixed layers on data sets for which microstructure data were available. This allowed

the depths estimated from the density difference and the density gradient methods to be

compared with the appropriate microstructure data. They concluded that while density

difference and density gradient criteria were able to reliably resolve the depth of the

mixed layer, neither type consistently returned accurate estimates of the mixing layer

depth. "It appears the best way to find mixing layers is from measurements that resolve

the turbulent overturns within the mixing layer" (Brainerd and Gregg 1995). Mourn et

al. (1989) measured diurnal turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate fluctuations well
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below the depth of the mixed layer as defined by density gradient criteria near the

equator. The source of the disturbances was thought to be the diurnal cycle in surface

buoyancy flux caused by daytime warming and nighttime cooling at the surface. "We

suspect that the bursts were related to internal waves generated at the mixed layer base

that radiate energy downward" (Mourn et at. 1989).

Many investigators need to know more than how deep the mixing is occurring.

They need to calculate vertical heat, momentum, chemical and biological fluxes

through the water column. Turbulence is very important to the diapycnal transport of

these water properties. "Turbulent mixing events in the ocean are extremely

intermittent, and basin-scale averages of transport are dominated by rare, energetic

events. Samples of mixing must be intensively collected over large space and time

scales to obtain a meaningful average" (Dillon et al. 1997).
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3 ACQUISITION OF MICROSTRUCTURE DATA

3.1 MICROSTRUCTURE DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES

Remote sensing from airplanes and satellites has provided scientists with a vast

amount of useful oceanographic data. Temperature, surface height and chlorophyl

content are some of the better known types of data that are being routinely obtained

over the entire ocean surface. These "top down" views of the ocean have done much to

further the understanding of large (1,000km) and medium (100km) scale processes.

However, above-water remote sensing technologies are only capable of penetrating the

first several meters of the ocean surface. Information about what is happening below

the surface can only be indirectly inferred from these data. Scientists need three-

dimensional information about the properties and movement of water masses in the

ocean. Ships outfitted with acoustic sensing technologies can steam over an area and

measure the fine scale current structure below them. There are many ocean properties

that acoustic technologies cannot resolve from a moving ship. Salinity, temperature

and microscale turbulence are examples. For these and other water colunm parameters,

such as ocean chemistry and biology, the only way to obtain measurements is with in

situ instrumentation. In situ data is collected by placing ocean instruments on

moorings, drifting buoys, or by ships stopping to drop and/or lower instruments at one

location. Autonomous vehicles are being developed that move through the water under

their own power recording data as they go, however their range and speed is limited by

the amount of energy they can carry to propel them through the water. See Dickey

(1991) for a review of oceanic measurement systems being used to measure physical

and bio-optical properties in the water column.

Microstructure measurements are obtained by passing instrumentation probes

through the water column and recording their responses as a function of time. If the

speed, U0, of the probe is rapid enough, we can assume that the turbulence field is

"frozen" and does not change during the measurement. This is known as the Taylor
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hypothesis. The instrument actually records a data series such as temperature

fluctuations as a function of time. The time series data is then converted into spatially

registered data by replacing time, t, with (t x U0). The requirement of "freezing" the

turbulence field is most important for resolving the largest wave numbers (smallest

length scales) of the parameter fluctuations. The wave number is defined as

2it/wavelength.

Microstructure measurements require highly sensitive probes and electronics. The

sensors are typically small, lightweight and fragile. This is because they are designed

to measure extremely small signals in temperature, conductivity, velocity and pressure

over very small length scales. The combination of the probe design and the analog

electronics circuit it is connected to will determine the sensitivity, accuracy, dynamic

range and frequency response for the data acquired. There has always been a trade off

in microstructure measurements between moving the probes fast enough to "freeze" the

turbulent field and moving them slow enough to resolve the smallest spatial scales.

Each sensor and its electronics will have a range of frequency and spatial scales over

which its output will be accurate. If you slow the probe velocity down too much in

order to resolve very small spatial scales the data is subject to corruption by larger scale

motions such as the ambient mean current structure, internal waves and ship motions

transmitted mechanically through attaching cables. If the probes move too quickly

through the medium they will not be able to respond fast enough to accurately depict

the gradients they encounter.

The ocean is a rough environment in which to place sensitive instruments like

microstructure probes and electronics. It has always been a challenge to build

instrumentation systems both sensitive enough to gather meaningful data and rugged

enough to withstand deployment in the field. The corrosive nature of seawater severely

limits the kind of materials that can be used under the sea. The pressure environment

of the overlying water colunm requires the use of specialized waterproof enclosures.

As the velocity of the probe increases relative to the velocity of the water it is passing

through, the mechanical forces on the probe tip increase. Deployment and recovery

operations can expose the instrument to quite severe shocks. This conflict between
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fragile equipment deployed in a rough environment has lead to a variety of innovative

procedures by which microstructure data has been collected.

Most investigators use some form of free falling (or rising) vertical profiler. The

first generation instruments (Gregg and Cox 1971; Simpson 1972; Osbom 1974) were

not connected to the research vessel in any way. These instruments recorded data

internally and could only be used during the day in weather conditions mild enough to

allow recovery. They were limited to a vertical speed of about 0.1 ni/s. Due to the

slow speed and necessity of recovering and downloading the instrument after each

vertical profile they were capable of sampling about 80 km of water on a 28 day

research cruise. Later instruments were built with a slack cable system that allowed the

instrument to fall semi-freely, then be retrieved by reeling in the cable (Caldwell et al.

1985). These tethered instruments send acquired data through an attached cable for

storage on the research vessel from which they are launched. The instrument is

repeatedly launched and recovered via the tether without the need to stop and download

data. These systems are still in use today and on a 28 day research cruise they are

capable of sampling 100's of kilometers of the water column.

3.2 A TOWED BODY MICROSTRUCT1JRE DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM

In many cases towed body ocean instruments are being used in order to gather

data about the water column more efficiently. Ships do not have to stop and maintain

position with towed body instruments. The large engines of the ship provide the force

necessary to move the platform rapidly through the water column. Electrical energy

from the ship, passed down the tow cable, is used to power the electronic components

in the instrument so that "on board" power storage is not required. Towed instruments

are typically used to explore only a small vertical section of the water colunm as they

are pulled along. Because the thermocline is an important physical interface, of

considerable interest to oceanographers, towed platforms that can move vertically from
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the surface to 300 or more meters depth are very useful. Towed instruments present a

challenge to designers of ocean instrumentation because the instruments must be

rugged enough to withstand the increased mechanical stresses associated with being

pulled through the water at speeds approaching 5 meters per second. Even if the

instruments can be built to withstand the mechanical stresses, vibrations of the platform

can introduce errors in the acquired data.

3.3 SEASOAR TOWED PROVILING PLATFORM

MicroSoar deployments to date have been as a passenger instrument aboard one of

the Oregon State University (OSU) SeaSoar towed profiling platforms. MicroSoar

mounts underneath, replacing the SeaSoar ballast weight, Figure 1. OSU operates two

SeaSoar vehicles funded by the Office of Naval Research and the National Science

Foundation. The SeaSoar platforms are built by Chelsea Instruments in England.

SeaSoar is a winged body that is towed behind a ship. The wings are adjustable by

command from the surface. Power to move the wings is generated by an impeller-

driven hydraulic pump mounted at the rear of the vehicle. The SeaSoar "flies" through

the water behind the towing vessel. It is most commonly used to make a series of depth

profiles of the water column (e.g. 80 meters depth for 200 meters horizontal). When it

approaches the surface the wings are commanded to tilt full down and it dives rapidly.

When it approaches the bottom the wings are commanded to tilt full up and it climbs

rapidly to the surface. SeaSoar's are capable of diving to depths greater than 300

meters with faired cable - the aerodynamic fairing reduces cable drag - and depths

greater than 120 meters with unfaired cable. The OSU SeaSoar is equipped with a

SeaBird 9/11 plus Conductivity-Temperature-Depth Instrument (CTD) that samples

redundant sensors at 24 samples per second. During a series of successful oceanic

cruises, the SeaSoar mounted CTD data quality has been continuously improved. The

SeaBird CTD onboard SeaSoar serves as a constant calibration reference against which

the low-frequency accuracy of the Micro Soar sensors can be calibrated.
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OSU researchers originally mounted the inlet and outlet ports through the sides of

the SeaSoar nose, sampling at 90 degrees to the direction of travel. In previous OSU

SeaSoar work where the TIC inlet and outlet ducts were both plumbed through the side

of the SeaSoar's nose variable flow rates seemed to be common (e.g., Huyer et al.

1993; Kosro et al. 1995; Barth et al. 1996). During the Coastal Jet Separation cruise in

1994 it was discovered that remounting the temperature and conductivity sensors

pointing forward through a hole in the SeaSoar nose considerably improved

performance (Barth et al. 1996).

3.4 MTCROSOAR INSTRUMENTATION

This section provides an introduction to the sensor technologies used aboard

MicroSoar. The next chapter will expand on these general principals describing the

detail design of the component parts of MicroSoar.

3.4.1 Microstructure Temperature Measurement

Today most microstructure temperature measurements are being made with

thermistors. A thermistor is an electrical circuit element consisting of a solid

semiconducting material with a negative coefficient of resistivity. As the temperature

of the semiconducting element increases its resistance decreases exponentially. The

response curve is nonlinear but predictable. Electronic circuitry can be used to convert

the change in resistance with temperature to a linear output voltage proportional to

temperature.

Thermistors can be manufactured to be very small. This is important when the

application requires the thermistor to respond quickly to a fluctuating temperature

environment as in microstructure measurements. Typical fast response thermistors

used in microstructure measurements feature response times on the order of 40
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milliseconds (Washburn and Gibson 1982). The delay in response for a thermistor is

due partly to the fact that the mass of the semiconducting material must heat up or cool

down to the temperature of the medium being measured. The greater the mass of the

semiconducting element the longer it will take to equilibrate with the surrounding

temperature. Because the semiconducting material is enclosed within a layer of glass,

the mass of the glass must also heat or cool to the new level, increasing the delay time.

Another contribution to the delay in response of a thermistor probe passing through

seawater is the boundary layer of fluid at the probe surface. As the probe tip moves

through the water a boundary layer is formed at the surface of the probe. Water

immediately adjacent to the probe tip travels with the probe forming a barrier to the

flux of heat into the probe. Heat from the larger fluid mass surrounding the probe must

pass through this thin layer by molecular diffusion. The thickness of this boundary

layer is a function of the velocity of the water passing by the probe tip. The slower the

probe moves the thicker the boundary layer and the longer the delay in response of the

probe to temperature gradients encountered.

3.4.2 Microstructure Conductivity Measurement

Conductivity measurements are normally used along with temperature

measurements to calculate the salinity of seawater. This is because the conductivity of

seawater is a function of both the temperature and the salinity of the water. For

microstructure measurement systems conductivity measurements are also useful for

calculating salinity, but more importantly, conductivity measurements can be used to

extend the spatial resolution of temperature measurements (Washburn and Gibson

1982). A conductivity probe passing through a temperature gradient will respond

instantly. It does not have to wait for a sensing mass to come to equilibrium with the

surrounding fluid. In most areas of the ocean, at the small scales of turbulent patches,

the mean gradients of salinity are much smaller than those of temperature. In these

areas, the signal from the microconductivity probe is interpreted as being due only to



temperature fluctuations and any contributions from salinity fluctuations can be

neglected. The sensitivity of the conductivity signal to a change in temperature with

salinity held constant is 0.89 (mrnho/cm)/°C. The sensitivity of the conductivity signal

to a change in salinity with temperature held constant is 0.99 (rnrnho/cm)/ppt

(Washburn and Gibson 1982).

There are practical limits to the frequency/spatial response and dynamic range of

microstructure conductivity systems. The electrodes on many conductivity probes are

spaced millimeters or less apart in order to resolve the smallest possible spatial scales.

The close spacing of the electrodes result in performance trade offs between the probes'

spatial resolution and the dynamic response achieved by its analog electronic excitation

circuit. Microstructure probes are usually wet electrode probes. They are designed

with two or more electrodes in direct contact with the seawater solution. When an

excitation voltage is applied to the electrodes of a conductivity probe immersed in

seawater an error voltage occurs across the electrodes. This error voltage is due to a

phenomenon known as polarization. There are different types of probe designs and

electronic compensation techniques for dealing with polarization effects at the

electrodes. The capillary conductivity probe used for MicroSoar is a unique design

approach of the two electrode probe.

The rest of this section briefly reviews the principles of salinity and conductivity

of seawater. Appendix A contains a discussion of two electrode conductivity probe

polarization effects. The MicroSoar conductivity system is discussed further in

applicable sections of the chapter titled MicroSoar Design Details.

3.4.2.1 Constancy of Composition & Chlorinitv Measurements of Seawater
Salinity

Sea water samples taken from around the world have quite similar chemical

compositions. Greater than 99.5% of the dissolved solids in sea water come from just

six different chemical species (Libes 1992). The total concentration of dissolved salts
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may vary from place to place, but the ratio of the most abundant components remains

almost constant. This is known as Marcet's Principle or the constancy of composition

of seawater. Past and present methods of determining the salinity of seawater rely on

this fact.

Salinity is the measure of the total amount of dissolved material in sea water. It is

usually expressed in parts per thousand and simply stated can be thought of as the

number of grams of solids in one kilogram of seawater. Because of the constancy of

composition of seawater oceanographers have long measured salinity by determining

the content of its major constituent, chlorine. This resulting chiorinity value is then

plugged into a salinity formula (S = 1.. 80655 x Cl) based on the consistent relationship

of chiorinity to total dissolved substances. Titrametric methods for measuring

chlorinity require skill and are difficult to preform on moving ships. In routine use, the

precision of titration methods is about +1- 0.02 ppt in salinity (Pickard and Emery

1990). Early in the 1970's, R. A Cox at the National Institute of Oceanography tested

samples of sea water from around the world. He demonstrated that sea water samples

do show small variations in relative species composition from place to place and at

different depths (Cox et al. 1970). These variations mean that measurement of salinity

by chlorinity titration will be in error by the amount of that deviation from the 'standard'

chlorinity ratio used in the salinity to chlorinity conversion formulas.

Measuring salinity by titrametric methods is slow and difficult. Titrametric

measurements of salinity in situ are even more difficult. In the last 40 years salinity

measurement techniques based on the direct measurement of ion-transport rates in the

presence of an electric field have been developed. These techniques measure the

electrical conductivity of the sea water. Because conductivity measurements are

extremely sensitive to temperature (molecular velocity) as well as salinity (total ionic

concentration) the technique was not practiced widely until electronic circuitry was

developed that could accurately compensate for temperature variations (Pickard and

Emery 1990). In the late 1970's the defmition of salinity was changed from one based

on chemical methods to one based on the electrical conductivity of a known solution of

potassium chloride, KC1 (Lewis and Perkin 1978; Pond and Pickard 1983).
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3.4.2.2 Conductance Measurements of Salinity

Electrical conductivity is the ability of a medium to support the flow of an electric

current. Electrical conduction depends upon three variables. First, the number of

mobile charge carriers present in a given volume of material, second, how the charge

carriers move in response to an electrical field, and third, the nature of the applied

electrical field. In most common electrical devices that we use today the mobile charge

carriers are electrons. Electrical conductors (e.g., copper wire) and semiconductors are

usually made up of solid materials with molecules held in ridged matrices. In response

to an applied electric field the weakly held electrons that are abundant in these

conducting materials are easily separated from their atoms and flow toward the source

of Electromotive Force (EMF). In a solid conductor the matrix of molecules remains in

place unable to flow in response to the applied EMF.

In water, the principle charge carriers are not electrons (Whitfield and Jagner

1981). The concentration of molecules with weakly held electrons is low compared to

a solid conductor like copper wire. In the fluid medium molecules are not rigidly

bound in a matrix as they are in a solid. They are free to flow in response to an applied

EMF. However, only those molecules that carry a net negative or positive electrical

charge will contribute to the current flow. For pure water @H of 7) only one H20

molecule in ten million are dissociated into negative ions (OH-), and positive ions,

(H3O):

[H3O] [OH] = 1x1014 M2 and [H3O] = [OR] = 1x107 M.

M is molarity = molll where 1= liter. Even with this low ratio of charge carriers to

neutral water molecules one cubic centimeter of pure water will contain 3.3 x 1 012

negative ions and the same number of positive ions:

1 cm3 of H20 = 1 gram H20 (1 molIl8 grams) = 0.0556 mollcm3 H20

(lx107 molll H3O)(O.00l IJcm3)(0.0556 mol/cm3 H20) = 5.56x102 mol/cm3 H3O

(5.56 x 1012 mol H3O) (6.02 x 1023 molecules I mol) = 3.3 x lO molecules H30+.

These dissociated water molecules account for the conductivity ofpure water, about 1 0
8 mho/cm (Dera 1992).
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Sea water is a complex mixture of dissolved salts. Dry salt crystals are composed

of oppositely charged elements held together by ionic bonds, they have no net electrical

charge. In water the polar nature of the H20 molecule disrupts the ionic attraction that

the elements making up the salt molecule have for one another. The much smaller H20

molecules surround the charged salt atoms and disrupt their mutual attraction for each

other. The water molecules dissolve the salt molecules into positively charged cations

and negatively charged anions by surrounding them with hydration sheaths that keep

them from bonding with other charged particles (Dera 1992).

Seawater contains about 3.5% dissolved salts and its conductivity is primarily due

to these charged solute ions. This results in about 1 020 dissolved molecules per cubic

centimeter which imparts a conductivity of 42.896 mniho/cm at 15 degrees centigrade

(Whitfield and Jagner 1981). In a solution free from applied electrical fields these

charged molecules will be randomly distributed, Figure 2, so that no net charge

gradient will exists across the medium, Figure 3. In the presence of an electric field,

such as that created between two oppositely charged electrodes immersed into a

seawater solution, the random motion of the ions are imparted a net directional change

with the cations and anions moving in opposite directions. Electrical conductivity

actually involves only a slight systematic drift of these charged particles superimposed

on their normal random motions (Purcell 1985). The net movement of these particles

depends upon the magnitude and polarity of the charges of the molecules in solution,

the size of the molecules (including their attendant hydration sheaths) and also on their

velocities (temperature) which affects the time between collisions and subsequent loss

of directional correlation (Dera 1992).

Conductivity is a function of the total ionic concentration and temperature. In a

complex solution like sea water the behavior of any single ion is masked, so

conductivity is used primarily for measurement of total salt concentration.

Conductivity measurements are not as sensitive to variations in relative species

composition as chiorinity measurements. This is because the major constituents of

seawater at the same concentration have similar ionic conductivities. So even if the
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relative abundance of a particular species changes it will be replaced by other elements

with similar ionic conductivities and for a given concentration of all species the

conductivity will vary only slightly. With present methods of measurement

conductometric determination of seawater salinity is routinely accomplished with a

precision of +1- .003 ppt in salinity (Pickard and Emery 1990).

3.4.3 Pressure Measurement

Hydrostatic pressure measurements are used to determine the vertical position of

the instrument in the water column and to compensate temperature measurements for

adiabatic effects. The hydrostatic pressure will be proportional to the depth and to the

density profile of the water column above the instrument. Micro Soar utilizes a

piezoresistive pressure transducer that features a four element strain gage bridge

diffused into a silicon diaphragm so that it is deformed when a pressure is applied.

These semiconductor bridges feature low noise, stable performance and high

sensitivity.

Pressure sensors are designed to measure pressure relative to a reference. Think

of a diaphragm stretched across the inside diameter of a tube. The pressure to be

measured is introduced into one end of the tube (and so across one side of the

diaphragm) while the reference pressure is on the other side. For MicroSoar, the

seawater outside the pressure case is the pressure to be measured. The pressure at sea

level that existed when the instrument was sealed on the deck of the ship becomes the

reference pressure inside MicroSoar. MicroSoars pressure transducer is mounted into

the Probe Mount Assembly so that one end is open to the inside of the MicroSoar

pressure case and one end is open to seawater. The end that senses the seawater

pressure is recessed within a small chamber that opens at 90 degrees to the long axis of

the pressure case. This is done so that the pressure sensor reads only the static pressure

of the water outside the pressure case and is not directly affected by the forward motion

of the instrument through the water.
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vibration is a continuous oscillating motion whose instantaneous amplitude can be

predicted only on a probability basis. It may be considered as being composed of a

continuous spectrum of frequencies whose individual amplitudes are varying in a

random maimer. Random vibration is aperiodic and is described mathematically in

terms of statistics. The amplitude of a single frequency in a random vibration spectrum

will vary unpredictably. Instead of specif'ing a peak value it is more appropriate to

specif' the root mean square (rms) value. Analog and digital bandpass filters do not

isolate a single frequency. They pass a range of frequencies. In order to determine the

contribution of a single frequency within the pass band it is necessary to divide the rms

value for the pass band by the bandwidth. Accelerometer output, g, is normally plotted

as g2/Hz (y axis) as a function of frequency, Hz, (x axis). This is referred to as a power

spectral density plot. Power is the rate of doing work. It is proportional to the square

of the vibration amplitude. So g2/Hz vs. frequency is the power distribution of the

vibration as a function of frequency.



4 MICROSOAR DESIGN DETAILS

4.1 GENERAL ThISTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

MicroSoar is a general-purpose, high-frequency, computer-controlled

measurement system. The instrument is designed to gather turbulence measurements

more efficiently by sampling at higher frequencies and being capable of moving faster

through the water column. MicroSoar has been designed to provide an electrical and

physical platform for a wide range of microstructure instrumentation. The use of

modular analog and computer electronics assemblies, "select in test" plugs and jumper

blocks on the circuit boards allows a great deal of flexibility in how MicroSoar can be

configured. MicroSoar is probably best considered as a microstructure measurement

prototyping system. It is capable of high levels of performance when correctly

configured by the user, but achieving a useful configuration should not be considered a

trivial matter. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the electronic assemblies in

MicroSoar. Appendix K contains detailed cabling harness schematics for MicroSoar.

4.1.1 Pressure Housing

MicroSoar consists of oceanographic microstructure sensors and electronic

subsystems packaged within an anodized cast aluminum (alloy 7075 T-6) pressure

housing. The cylindrical pressure case measures 26.5 inches long by 7 inches outer

diameter. Machined anodized aluminum end caps with double 0-rings seal both ends.

The pressure limit for the case is 8,900 psi, equivalent to 6,000 meters depth. The

recommended safe operating limit is 1,000 meters, and is determined by sensor 0-ring

pressure limitations. The sensors are located in a Probe Mount Assembly in the

forward end cap. Three single-axis accelerometers are located just behind the sensors
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within the pressure case. The accelerometers are mounted aligned to perpendicular

axes on the inside surface of the forward end cap. Electrical interface connectors are

mounted on the rear end cap. Five tapered plastic fairing rings are mounted on the

pressure case front end cap to streamline the front of the instrument. The sensor probes

project forward through these fairing rings to sample undisturbed water. Surrounding

the probes are four stainless steel probe guards intended to protect the probes during

deployment and recovery. For deployment with SeaSoar the plastic fairing rings are

replaced with approximately 30 kg of similarly shaped fairing rings made of lead.

MicroSoar replaces the SeaSoar ballast weight.

4.1.2 Center Chassis Panel

The volume inside the pressure housing is split in two by a thick aluminum

chassis plate. Almost all electronic assemblies in MicroSoar are mounted on either

side of this center chassis plate. The center chassis plate divides the cavity into a large

section and a small section. The large section is referred to as the computer electronics

compartment. The small section is referred to as the analog electronics compartment.

The computer electronics compartment is considered an electrically noisy area as it

houses the Computer Electronics System and the Power Conditioning System. The

analog electronics compartment is enclosed within a large electromagnetic interference

(EMI) shield. It houses the noise susceptible components of the Analog Electronics

System.

4.1.3 Component Layout

This section describes the physical location of the electronics subassemblies.

Most of the subassemblies are mounted to the center chassis panel. Figure 5 shows the

placement of the electronic assemblies for both sides of the center chassis panel.
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4.1.3.1 Computer Electronics Compartment

At the forward end of the computer electronics compartment is a small EMI

shielding assembly (shown as a dotted line in Figure 5). This small square aluminum

box is open on two sides where it covers the aft end of the Probe Mount Assembly and

two large holes in the center chassis panel. Wires carrying signals from the Probe

Mount Assembly in the forward end cap to the analog electronics compartment pass

through this shielded space. Along each side of the small EMI shield are mounted

three EMI feed through filters that pass power to the sensor electronic circuits in the

analog electronics compartment.

To the rear of the small EMI shield is a row of threaded screw holes. This is the

location of the Single Point Ground for the power conditioning system. Aft of the

Single Point Ground are the Computer Power Board and the Analog Power Board.

These are stacked one over the other with the Analog Power Board on the bottom.

Next, toward the rear, are the two computer hard disk drives. Aft of the hard disks is

the Computer Mother Board. The Computer Mother Board connects two adjacent

stacks of commercial PC-104 embedded computer modules. Next to the Computer

Mother Board are two 25 pin EMI feed through connectors. These pass the conditioned

sensor data from the analog electronics compartment through the center chassis panel

to the connectors located on the aft end of the Computer Mother Board. The Computer

Mother Board connectors route the analog signals to the PC-104 Analog to Digital

(A/D) converters via two 20 pin ribbon cables on the side of the Computer Mother

Board.

4.1.3.2 Analog Electronics Compartment

Wires from the sensor probes enter the analog electronics compartment through

two holes at the forward end of the center chassis panel. The forward most circuit

board is the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board. The Conductivity Electronics
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Circuit Board has the signal conditioning circuitry for the microconductivity probe.

The long middle circuit board is the Analog Mother Board. The Analog Mother Board

is designed to accept Chameleon Analog Electronics modules that provide excitation

and signal conditioning for pressure, temperature and acceleration. The Chameleon

Electronics modules are plugged into sockets laid out in the Analog Mother Board.

Each single width Chameleon module is 1.9 x 1.9 inches square. The Analog Mother

Board has provision for 10 single width Chameleon modular units. At the rear of the

analog electronics compartment is the Filter Electronics Circuit Board. The Filter

Electronics Circuit Board provides filtering for five input signals. In addition, the

output of three of the filter sections can be routed through analog differentiator circuits.

The analog signals leave the Filter Electronics Circuit Board and pass through the

center chassis panel to the analog to digital converters in the computer electronics

compartment.

4.2 MICROSOAR SENSORS

Micro Soar carries a capillary conductivity probe, a thermistor temperature sensor,

a static pressure sensor and three single axis Accelerometers, Figure 4. The capillary

conductivity probe, concentrates the electric field from two concentric stainless-steel

electrodes in such a manner that all lines of flux must pass through the small hole in the

tip of the probe. The temperature probe, built at OSU, utilizes a Thermometrics'

FastTip FPO7 glass-coated bead thermistor. A stainless steel protective sleeve protects

the thermistor probe tip during handling and deployment. The pressure sensor is an

Endevco model 851 OB, 500 psig, piezoresistive pressure transducer with a sensitivity

of .5 mv/psi. MicroSoar uses three IC Sensors model 3140-002 accelerometers,

featuring approximately 1 voltlg output response up to 500 Hz (to a maximum of two

gravities of acceleration).
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4.2.1 Microconductivity Probe

The initial test cruise of MicroSoar with a four electrode Michael Head

microconductivity probe was unsuccessful. The force of the water rushing past the

probe caused the glass tip to break soon after deployment. A more rugged capillary

conductivity probe designed in Russia (Paka, Nabatov, Lozovatsky and Dillon 1997)

physically survived the initial cruise. The capillary probe concentrates the electric field

between two concentric stainless steel electrodes in such a manner that all the lines of

flux must pass through the small approximately 1/32 nd inch hole in the tip of the

probe, Figure 6. The concentric electrodes are separated by insulating material so that

the inside surface of the inner electrode and the outside surface of the outer electrode

are in contact with sea water. The inner electrode is long and cylindrical with a small

hole at the front which is open to sea water. It is recessed back about 1/32nd inch from

the probe tip. The outer electrode is a shorter cylinder that tapers part way toward a

point at the opening of the inner cylinder. Electrical connection to the electrodes is via

a shielded wire. The shielded conductor is attached to the inner electrode while the

shield is connected to the outer electrode. Tests of the probe show that its resistance

varies between 200 to 450 ohms over a range of conductivities commonly found in the

ocean.

The capillary conductivity probe design features a relatively long narrow path

length between its two electrodes. This increases the resistance between the electrodes

and reduces the shunt capacitive effects due to neutrally charged particles. See

Appendix A for a discussion of electrode polarization effects. The shunt capacitance

(in parallel with the sea water) is a function of probe geometry and the induced and

permanent dipole polarization effects imparted by the solution being sampled. The

greater the separation between the electrodes, the higher the frequency that can be

applied to the probe without significant degradation of the signal. The capillary probe

design also features large electrode surface areas. This reduces error voltages at the

electrode surfaces due to accumulation of charged particles. For a given path geometry

and excitation current, the larger electrode surfaces will take longer to develop
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electrode error voltages. The conductivity electronics have been designed to take

advantage of these favorable design attributes of the capillary probe.

4.2.2 Temperature Probe

MicroSoar uses a thermistor temperature probe. The sensing element of the probe

is a Thermometrics FastTip FPO7 glass-coated bead thermistor. The sensing element

is mounted into the end of a stainless steel probe shaft. The sensing element is inserted

in the end of the shaft and seated into an o-ring. Then the gap left around the sensing

element and the shaft at the front is sealed with epoxy. The rear end of the probe is



fitted with a bayonet type connector that mates to a receptacle in the Probe Mount

Assembly. A stainless steel guard sleeve slides over the outside of the stainless steel

probe shaft and is secured with a set screw. The front of the guard sleeve is a ring

shape designed to allow water to flow through it across the probe tip then back out.

The guard sleeve extends slightly forward of the probe tip so as to protect the fragile

glass bead probe tip from physical contact with anything except water.

4.2.3 Pressure Sensor

The pressure sensor is an Endevco model 8510B-500. It is a rugged, miniature,

high sensitivity, piezoresistive pressure transducer. Its high sensitivity (0.5mv/psig)

combined with a high resonant frequency (500,000 Hz) makes it ideal for measuring

dynamic pressure. It has a 0.15 inch face diameter and has a 10-32 mounting thread.

The pressure sensor features self contained hybrid temperature compensation, low

sensitivity to shock and vibration, and excellent linearity.

4.2.4 Accelerometers

Three single axis piezoresistive accelerometers are installed on the forward end

cap. The accelerometers are positioned on a mounting cube in three mutually

perpendicular directions. The cube is attached to the forward end cap. The

accelerometers are oriented so that when MicroSoar is installed on SeaSoar the z axis

accelerometer will indicate vertical acceleration, the x axis accelerometer will indicate

lateral acceleration and the y axis accelerometer will indicate forward acceleration.

The accelerometers used are IC Sensors Model 3140-002. The Model 3140 Precision

Accelerometer is a fully signal conditioned accelerometer. The Model 3140 is

designed with built-in damping, which allows a wide usable bandwidth and built-in

over range stops that protect the unit from harsh operating conditions (to 40 gravities).

Each accelerometer comes with a full calibration data card showing sensitivity,
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resonant frequency, zero acceleration output voltage, frequency response and offset and

span errors. The -002 option provides ±2 volts output for a ±2 gravity range of

acceleration. Each single axis accelerometer package contains a silicon micro

machined accelerometer, amplification, signal conditioning, and temperature

compensation from -20 to -85 deg C. Each accelerometer provides a power input pin, a

power common pin, a signal output pin, a reference pin and a shield pin.

4.3 MICROSOAR ANALOG ELECTRONICS

The MicroSoar electronics systems can be broken up into the Power Conditioning

System, the Analog Electronics System and the Computer Electronics System. Figure

4 is a block diagram showing the functional relationship of these subsystems. This

section describes the Power Conditioning System and the Analog Electronics System.

Section 4.4 below will describe the Computer Electronics System.

4.3.1 Power Conditioning System

MicroSoar was developed to be powered externally from a single polarity DC

power source. Input power to MicroSoar is typically 30 watts at 12 vdc depending

upon the instrumentation installed. These nominal 12 vdc converters can accept an

input voltage range from 9.2 vdc to 18 vdc. The source supply must be able to deliver

a large inrush current (as high as 6 amps, at 15 vdc) in order for the digital electronics

loads to power up reliably. Input power is transformer isolated from the MicroSoar

electronics (and its grounding systems) by three DC/DC switching power converters,

Figure 7. An additional 300 vdc to 15 vdc converter is available to allow MicroSoar to

accept 300 vdc input power. It is simply spliced into the cable harness running from

the rear end cap. The input power to each converter is LC filtered to reduce conducted

susceptibility and conducted emissions. The DC/DC power converters feature high

isolation impedance, low noise, regulated outputs and high efficiency.
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The power conditioning subsystem has been designed to accommodate a diverse

set of instrumentation voltages, currents and isolation requirements. The two power

conditioning circuit boards are located forward of the hard disks in the computer

electronics compartment. These four layer circuit boards have been designed with

oversized trace widths, bypass capacitors and with top and bottom shielding layers.

The converter output commons have been routed separately through connectors so that

alternate grounding configurations can be implemented within the wiring harness. The

Power Conditioning Subsystem can be divided into the Computer Electronics Power

Subsystem and the Analog Electronics Power Subsystem. The commons for these two

power subsystems are electrically isolated from each other by the DC/DC power

converters, Figure 7.

4.3.1.1 Analog Electronics Power Subsystem

The Analog Electronics Power Subsystem provides up to 15 watts of ±15 vdc

regulated power to the Analog Electronics System circuits. The DC/DC converters and

additional filtering components are located on the Analog Power Board. The electronic

schematic for the Analog Power Board is contained in Appendix I. There is also an

isolated 3 watt unregulated ±12 vdc supply available for Analog Electronics Power

Subsystem loads. Shielded power leads from the Analog Power Board pass through the

center chassis panel into the analog electronics compartment by way of EMI filters. An

important design constraint imposed by the capillary microconductivity probe is that

the common or zero potential leads of the Analog Electronics Power Subsystem not be

connected to the MicroSoar chassis. Accordingly, the common lead from the ±15 vdc

Analog Electronics Power Subsystem converter is not connected to chassis, Single

Point Ground or any other converter output common. This is done to prevent electrical

noise from the DC/DC converters and the computer system from appearing on the

chassis and interfering with the microconductivity probe signal.



4.3.1.2 Computer Electronics Power Subsystem

The Computer Electronics Power Subsystem provides 15 watts of +5 vdc power,

15 watts of + 12 vdc power and 3 watts of -12 vdc power to the PC- 104 computer

system. The +5 vdc and +12 vdc converters are located on the Computer Power Board

while the -12 vdc converter is located on the Analog Power Board. The electronic

schematic for the Computer Power Board is contained in Appendix J. The Computer

Electronics Power Subsystem is capable of supplying the 'power on' inrush current

required by the two hard disks while maintaining sufficient power quality to the other

computer electronics. This system is referenced to chassis at the Single Point Ground

connections located on the center chassis panel adjacent to the Power Conditioning

System circuit boards.

4.3.2 Analog Electronics System

The Analog Electronics System provides power conditioning, sensor excitation

voltages, offset and gain calibration adjustments, buffering, filtering and signal routing

of all analog signals. Electrical signals from the accelerometers, the Thermistor

Temperature Sensor and the Static Pressure Sensor are routed through shielded cables

to their respective Chameleon signal conditioning circuit boards via the Analog Mother

Board. The Capillary Conductivity Probe signals are routed through a shielded cable to

the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board. The conditioned output of the

Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board is then passed to the Analog Mother Board.

The electronic schematic for the Analog Mother Board is contained in Appendix F.

The Analog Mother Board routes the conditioned signals from the respective

Chameleon modules to a 1 inch long 20 pin ribbon cable connector which jumpers the

signals into the Filter Electronics Circuit Board. After being passed through filters and

differentiators (or bypassing these stages) the signals are routed to a 26 pin ribbon cable

output connector on the filter board. Finally, the analog signals are passed through the



center chassis panel to the analog signal patch bay on the Computer Mother Board.

The patch bay connectors are in turn connected to the two Analog to Digital (A/D)

Converter Boards located in the PC- 104 computer stack.

4.3.2.1 Microstructure Conductivity Electronics

The conductivity sensor electronics have been designed to minimize the effects of

electrode surface polarization and electron-transfer currents (see Appendix A) by

utilizing a high frequency alternating current excitation voltage. The electrode surface

error voltage appearing across the probe is substantially reduced at higher frequencies.

The surface error voltage represents the accumulation over time of a large number of

charge segregated ions. High frequency alternating current excitation decreases surface

polarization error by reducing the time available to develop an opposing EMF at the

electrode surfaces. Because the magnitude of the surface error voltage is reduced there

is less voltage across the surface of each electrode to drive electron-transfer reactions.

Just how high a frequency can be used depends upon the slew rate of the opamps and

the neutral particle shunt capacitance of each probe. The shunt capacitance of a probe

appears in parallel with the resistance of the sea water so that at high frequencies a

significant amount of the excitation signal is routed "through" this shunt capacitance.

The capillary microconductivity probe used with MicroSoar features a relatively long

path length between electrodes which serves to reduce the shunt capacitance so

effectively that the highest frequency that can be applied to the probe is determined by

the slew rate of the op-amps in the electronics.

The conductivity electronics generate a bipolar, 100 kHz, 2 volt peak to peak,

square wave voltage signal to excite the capillary probe electrodes. There are no dc

blocking capacitors in the output of the excitation voltage circuit. The use of a bipolar

excitation voltage effectively clears the polarization charge at the electrodes each cycle.

Using a sufficiently low value of excitation voltage reduces the rate of charge

accumulation and therefore reduces the electron-transfer reactions at the electrodes.
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The constant value of each square wave half-pulse reduces some of the non-linearity in

both the electron-transfer currents and the rate of accumulation of ions at the electrode

surfaces. This is because the equivalent capacitance of each electrode double layer

surface is also a function of the applied voltage. "The capacitance of the double layer

is large (often between 20 to 50 uf. per square centimeter of electrode surface), and it

varies markedly with the potential and the nature of the electrodes" (Reilley 1963).

"The double-layer capacitance depends not only on the electrode material but also on

the nature and concentration of the anions and ions present and on the potential existing

across the double layer" (Loveland 1963). An excitation voltage that is constantly

changing value (such as a sinewave) will add complexity to the already dynamic

electrode capacitance. A square wave excitation is also an effective diagnostic tool.

The regulated square wave excitation is easy to create and quickly shows up any non

linear responses along the signal chain. Polarization effects are evident as deviations

from the square shape of the applied voltage waveform across the probe. Electrode

surface error voltages appear as an exponentially rising voltage (rapid rise rate tapering

to a lower rate of change) starting from the top of the square wave voltage being

developed across the body of the sea water fluid.

At the beginning of the each half cycle the excitation voltage abruptly changes

polarity. Now the voltage at each electrode has the same polarity as the ions that are

accumulated at that electrodes surface. These like charges repel each other and the

segregated ions move rapidly away from the electrode surfaces to be replaced by

oppositely charged ions. The voltage change across the probe during this transition is

surprisingly fast. It seems to be limited only by the slew rate of the opamp supplying

the excitation voltage. It is likely that energy that was stored in the previously charge

segregated ions is being used to reposition them in the opposite polarity. A capacitor

will charge up to a voltage approaching the value of the voltage applied to it as a

function of the amount of current available to charge it. That current is limited by the

amount of resistance present in the circuit supplying the current. Between electrodes

the segregated charge carriers in solution do not need to pass through the external

circuit to move. Far from having to be pushed along by an external electric field they
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represent a momentary source of electromotive force internal to the probe. The flow of

charge, at the initiation of an opposite pulse, from the redistribution of polarized

charged particles at the surface of the electrodes provides sufficient energy to reposition

them in an opposite polarity. Much the same argument would apply to the polarized

neutral particles representing the shunt capacitance of the probe. They also represent a

source of stored energy that is released locally, at the initiation of an opposite pulse, in

order to repolarize the neutrally charged particles to the new polarity.

The electronic schematics for the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board are

contained in Appendix D. Figure 8 shows a functional diagram of the conductivity

electronics. The 100 kHz square wave conditioning circuit creates a regulated, 2 volt

peak to peak, 100 kHz square wave pulse that provides excitation voltage to the active

bridge circuit. The capillary probe is connected to the non-inverting leg of the active

bridge circuit. Changes in the impedance of the capillary probe will unbalance the

bridge and the opamp will adjust its output voltage in order to bring the voltage at its

two inputs to the same level. The active bridge output voltage function is:

Eo = Vin(Rp-R)/2(Rp+R)

where Rp is the probe resistance, R is the value of each of the other three bridge

resistors (50 ohms) and Vin is the voltage from the 100 kHz square wave conditioning

circuit. The active bridge output signal will consist of the varying probe resistance

signal modulated onto the 100 kHz square wave, Figure 8. This complex waveform is

amplified by an ac gain stage and presented to an unfiltered absolute value circuit. The

absolute value circuit inverts the negative parts of the input waveform to positive

values. Thus the absolute value circuit reconstructs the original wave shape of the

varying probe resistance signal. The output waveform of the absolute value circuit

contains 100 kHz voltage spikes. These remnants of the 100 kHz input pulses are due

to the less than perfect (but consistent) square wave pulse shape, the effect of the

deformation of the square wave pulse by the slew rate of the op amps in the signal

chain, and by polarization effects at the probe. They are removed at the Filter

Electronics Circuit Board where the signal passes through an additional gain stage, an

eight pole Butterworth low pass filter and analog differentiator circuit. Appendix L
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compares calculated values to actual measured performance values for different input

conductances within the range of the capillary conductivity probe. Appendix M

compares calculated values to measured performance of frequency response for the

Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board and the Filter Electronics Circuit Board values.

4.3.2.2 Microstructure Temperature Electronics

The Thermistor Electronics Circuit Board is a Chameleon Module printed circuit

board assembly. The schematic for the Thermistor Electronics Circuit Board is shown

in Appendix B. The two layer circuit board is 1.9 inches long and 1.9 inches wide. It

is laid out to accommodate two thermistor electronics circuits. Typically only one

circuit is configured. The thermistor in the temperature probe has a resistance at 25

degrees C of 10,000 ohms and a sensitivity of 500 ohms per degree C. The probe is

connected to a linearizing stage followed by a gain stage. When properly calibrated the

response of the system is 0.2 volts per degree C over a range of 0 to 30 degrees C.

4.3.2.3 Microstructure Pressure Electronics

The Pressure Electronics Circuit Board is a Chameleon Module printed circuit

board assembly. The schematic for the Pressure Electronics Circuit Board is shown in

Appendix C. The two layer circuit board is 5.9 inches long and 1.9 inches wide. It is

laid out to accommodate one Endevco model 85 1OB-500 pressure sensor.

4.3.2.4 Accelerometer Electronics Board

The Accelerometer Electronics Board plugs into three module slots of the Analog

Mother Board. The Accelerometer Electronics Board applies bias voltage to each IC
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Sensors Single Axis Accelerometer, accepts the differential output of each IC Sensors

Single Axis Accelerometer, applies a user selectable gain to each accelerometer signal,

passes each signal through its own Frequency Devices low pass filter, passes the

filtered signals through a unity gain buffer amplifier and outputs the signals (via the

Analog Mother Board) to the three analog common direct path channels on the Filter

Electronics Circuit Board. The electronic schematic for the Accelerometer Electronics

Board is contained in Appendix H. Each IC Sensors Accelerometer provides a power

input pin, a power conmon pin, a signal output pin, a reference pin and a shield pin.

The IC Sensor Accelerometer wires plug into module input plugs on the Analog

Mother Board.

On the Analog Mother Board the IC Sensors Accelerometer signals and bias

voltages are routed to the corresponding module interface pins. The IC Sensors

Accelerometer full scale output signal voltage is about 4 volts. If the IC Sensors

Accelerometer output signal is measured in relation to the power common pin the full

scale output range will be a voltage between + 0.5 volts and + 4.5 volts. If the IC

Sensors Accelerometer output signal is measured in relation to the reference pin (which

is held about 2.5 volts above the power ground potential) the full scale output range

will be a voltage between -2 volts and +2 volts. The Accelerometer Electronics Board

is configured with a differential amplifier input configuration that allows it to receive

the -2 volt to + 2 volt input range from the IC Sensors Accelerometers. The differential

input configuration has greater common mode noise rejection and higher input

impedance. The A/D converters on MicroSoar are set to receive bipolar -10 volt to

+ 10 volt input signals. The gain of the differential amplifier input stage is user

selectable and presently is set for a gain of 4. This results in a full scale range of -8

volts to +8 volts being applied to the A/D converter input.

The Frequency Devices filter modules are the same ones used on the Filter

Electronics Circuit Board. Like the Filter Electronics Circuit Board they are laid out so

that different types and values of filter modules can be plugged in to suit mission

requirements. Unlike the Filter Electronics Circuit Board, the Accelerometer

Electronics Board provides an offset trim pot that utilizes an offset pin available on the
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D68 series filter module. Refer to the Filter Electronics Circuit Board section for a

description of the available types and values of filters.

4.3.2.5 Filter Electronics Circuit Board

The Filter Electronics Circuit Board accepts analog signals from the signal

conditioning circuits on the Analog Mother Board via a 20 pin ribbon cable signal input

connector. The electronic schematic for the Filter Electronics Circuit Board is

contained in Appendix E. There are four types of input signal paths available on the

Filter Electronics Circuit Board. Two of these signal path types are routed straight

through to the two 26 pin ribbon cable output connectors. Two of these signal path

types can be passed through analog filters and/or analog differentiator circuits before

they are routed to the two output connectors. The two output connectors are the Filter

Board Test Connector and the AID Output Connector. The four types of Filter

Electronics Circuit Board paths are illustrated in Figure 9 and described below:

1) Isolated Common Direct Path, for each these two input pairs labeled

ISOCKT1 and ISOCKT2, two independent traces carry signal hot and signal return

directly through to both of the two output connectors, there is no interconnection with

the analog ground and signals cannot be routed through filters or differentiators.

2) Analog Common Direct Path, for these three input pairs labeled THRU1,

THRU2 and THRU3, the signal hot traces are routed directly through to the two output

connectors while the signal commons are tied into the analog ground, signals cannot be

routed through filters or differentiators.

3) Analog Common Filtered Path, for these two input pairs labeled FLTR4IN

and FLTR5IN, the signal hot traces can be routed through a filter section. A jumper

block allows these input signals to be routed either through the filter section or to

bypass the filter section and run straight through to the output connectors. The signal

common for these input signals is connected to the analog ground.
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4) Analog Common Filtered and Differentiated Path, for these three input pairs

labeled FLTR1IN, FLTR2IN and FLTR3IN, the signal hot traces can be routed through

a filter section and an analog differentiator section. This path provides two outputs

along the signal chain to each of the two output connectors. The first output is identical

to the Analog Common Filtered Path above, the second is the output of the analog

differentiator section. The signal common for these input signals is connected to the

analog ground.

4.3.2.5.1 Filter Section

Each filter section consists of a jumper block, an input buffer amplifier, a

Frequency Devices Linear active Filter, and an output buffer amplifier stage. The gain

of the input buffer op amp can be changed by changing the value of its plug-in

feedback resistor. Remember that changing the feedback resistor value will also

change the high frequency roll off of the op amp. The filter sections have been laid out

to allow either a Frequency Devices D68 series or a Frequency Devices D74 series

filter to be installed. These two filter modules have different pinouts and the circuit

board has post sockets laid out for both pin configurations. The user has only to plug in

the selected module and the circuit will be completed for that filter type. An analysis of

the frequency response of the Filter Electronic Circuit Board is given in Appendix N.

The Frequency Devices Filter Modules are fixed-frequency, linear, active, high

performance designs that require no external components or adjustments and operate

with dynamic input voltage ranges. The D68 series is an 8 pole filter available with

corner frequencies from 1 Hz to 100 kHz and features low harmonic distortion and a

wide signal-to-noise ratio to 16 bit resolution. The D74 series is a 4 pole filter

available with corner frequencies from 1 Hz to 50 kHz and features low harmonic

distortion and a wide signal-to-noise ratio to 12 bit resolution. DP68 and DP74 series

are low power, pin compatible versions of the D68 and D74 series respectively. The

Frequency Devices Filter Modules were chosen because they offer a selection of



transfer functions, high quality low noise filters, low power consumption and small

package sizes. Table 1 below summarizes the available options.

4.3.2.5.2 Differentiator Section

The differentiator op-amp feeds its output to a buffer amplifier. The gain of the

output buffer op-amp can be changed by changing the value of its plug-in feedback

Table 1. MicroSoar Filter Module Options

Transfer Function Curve Shape D74 (4 Pole) D68 (8 Pole)

Butterworth Low Pass Yes Yes

Butterworth High Pass Yes Yes

Bessel Low Pass Yes Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 1.77 (-80dB) Low Pass No Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 1.77 (-80dB) High Pass No Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 1.56 (-80dB) Low Pass No Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 1.56 (-80dB) High Pass No Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 2.00 (-100 dB) Low Pass No Yes

6 Zero Elliptic, 2.00 (-100 dB) High Pass No Yes

Constant Delay Low Pass No Yes

Constant Delay Low Pass No Yes

resistor. The output of the differentiator circuit is given by the expression:
= RF * c1 * (dV10/dt)
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For: RF=100,0000hms and C1=0.l5uf

V0 = - 0.015 * (dV1/dt).

On the Filter Electronics Circuit Board, RF is the value of the differentiator

feedback resistor, C1 is the value of input capacitor, and dV1/dt is the change of input

voltage per unit time. The above output function holds as long as the frequency

dependent gain of the differentiator increases at a rate of 20 dB per decade. See

Appendix 0 for a more detailed analysis of the differentiator circuit. Figure 0.2 in

Appendix 0 shows a calculation of the frequency response of the differentiator circuit

using ideal parameters for the circuit elements. In Figure 0.2, the gain of the circuit is

unity at 10 Hz, from there it is seen to rise at the desired rate of 20 dB per decade. The

curve starts to deviate slightly from the 20 dB per decade increase some where between

200 Hz and 300 Hz. Past 400 Hz the reduced response rate becomes more evident and

above 600 Hz the curve is definitely rounding.

4.3.2.5.3 Input I Output Spring Cruise 1997

MicroSoar can be adapted to a variety of instrumentation missions. The user can

select from a number of probes, analog excitation circuits, filters, differentiators and

A/D channels. The present MicroSoar Filter Electronics Circuit Board configuration is

listed in Table 2.

4.4 MICROSOAR COMPUTER ELECTRONICS SYSTEM

The Computer Electronics System provides Analog to Digital signal conversion,

digital data routing, 4 gigabytes of on board data storage, external communications, and

user interface for programing and diagnostics. MicroSoar makes use of commercially

available embedded PC-104 computer components, Figure 10. This rugged and



compact implementation of the standard PC/AT bus offers full architecture, electronic

and software compatibility. PC-104 products feature low power consumption, wide

Table 2. MicroSoar Filter Electronics Channel Assignment Spring 97 Cruise

Input Filter Filter Curve Signal

Name

A/D

Output

ISOCKT1 None None None None None

ISOCKT2 None None None None None

THRU1 None None None Z Axis Accel THRU 1

THRU2 None None None Y Axis Accel THRU2

THRU3 None None None X Axis Accel THRU3

FLTRIIN DP68 8 Pole Low Pass Butterworth 1000 Hz Conductivity CHNL lOUT

FLTR11N --- --------------------- - Duff. Cond. DIFF1OUT

FLTR21N DP74 4 Pole Low Pass Butterworth 125 Hz Temperature CHNL2OUT

FLTR21N --------- ----------- - -------- Duff Temp. DIFF2OUT

FLTR3IN DP74 4 Pole Low Pass Butterworth 125 Hz Pressure CHNL3 OUT

FLTR3IN -------- ----- - ------ ---- -------- Duff. Pressure DIFF3 OUT

FLTR4IN DP74 4 Pole Low Pass Butterworth 125 Hz AGND Ref CHNL4OUT

FLTRS1N None None None None None

operating temperature ranges, and high reliability. Five stackable PC-104 modules are

used in MicroSoar; the 486 CPU Card, the Video Monitor Card the Ethernet Card and

two A/D Converter Cards.
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The Ampro 486 CPU Module features a 100 MHZ 486DX4 processor, 16 bit PC-

104 expansion bus, two serial RS-232 interfaces, a bi-directional parallel port, floppy

and iDE drive controller (providing interface to two Model 32100 Western Digital 2

gigabyte hard disk drives), bootable solid state EPROM, watchdog timer, 12 megabytes

of 32 bit DRAM and an enhanced BIOS. An Ampro PC-104 Video Monitor Card and

a keyboard interface is connected through the MicroSoar test connector to allow for

user interface when the instrument is sealed. A WinsSystems PCM-NE2000 Ethernet

Card can be connected through the MicroSoar test connector or the MicroSoar interface

connector depending upon the type of communication interface desired. Micro Soar

uses two Analogic AIM 16-1/104 A/D converters that are bipolar and software

configurable. These 8 channel, fully differential PC- 104 A/D converters feature either

direct memory access or interrupt operation, and a 100 kHz sampling AID converter

capable of 85 dB dynamic range.

The PC-104 computer components are mounted on the Computer Mother Board.

The electronic schematic for the Computer Mother Board is contained in Appendix G.

The Computer Mother Board links two stacks of PC-104 modules through the PC-104

expansion bus connectors. The two stacks are positioned back to back in order to

provide as much access for connections as possible to the three sides of the PC- 104

modules that are exposed. The Computer Mother Board is a four layer printed circuit

board with the traces on the two inner layers. The two outer layers are dedicated to

chassis ground planes. Using the Computer Mother Board has proven problematic.

The PC-104 expansion bus operates at lower power levels. While this allows the PC-

104 system to use less power it means the expansion bus is more susceptible to noise.

The traces for the Computer Mother Board were computer generated and some are too

long. Intermittent failures have caused the system to lock up and reboot via the

watchdog timer many times. This problem was reduced by mounting the CPU board,

the two A/D convertor boards and the Ethernet board all on the same stack.

The Computer Mother Board contains the analog signal patch bay connectors.

The patch bay allows individual twisted pairs, delivering the analog signals to the A/D

converters, to be assigned to any desired A/D channel. The analog signal patch bay

consists of eighteen 3 pin Waldom Straight-Friction Lock Headers. The headers are
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connected via circuit board traces to two 20 pin ribbon cable connectors. Short ribbon

cables connect the A/D Card input pins to their respective 20 pin headers on the

Computer Mother Board.

4.5 MICROSOAR SOFTWARE

Software for MicroSoar generally falls under one of two broad categories.

Software is considered to be either Data Acquisition Software or Data Analysis

Software. Data Acquisition Software is software that executes at the time MicroSoar is

actively acquiring data. Data Acquisition Software is primarily used when the

MicroSoar instrument is powered up and providing part of the data path. Data Analysis

Software is software that executes in order to provide pre and post cruise support, data

reduction and analysis of the data sets acquired. Data Analysis Software can be run

while MicroSoar is actively acquiring data but it is not necessary for the data

acquisition process (MicroSoar can acquire, process and save data without it). While

there are some grey areas in these definitions they help in organizing the necessary

blocks of code used in support of the MicroSoar project.

4.5.1 MicroSoar Functional Modes

The PC-104 computer system in MicroSoar operates in one of two functional

modes, the data acquisition mode or the data downloading mode. The data acquisition

mode for Micro Soar includes delivering a reduced set of digital data signals to the

surface, via an RS232 port, as well as recording all data on MicroSoar's hard disks. In

the laboratory, the MicroSoar instrument is capable of transmitting all data collected to

the Deck Computer via its Ethernet Card while saving the data internally on its 2

gigabyte hard disks. In its deployment with SeaSoar however the direct Ethernet

connection is not possible because the tow cable cannot handle Ethernet



communication frequencies. So data acquired must be stored in the submerged hard

disks until the instrument can be brought on board and the data downloading mode

engaged via a shorter Ethernet cable.

MicroSoar is capable of data acquisition rates of in excess of 8,000 samples per

second. This works out to baud rates of 128,000 bits per second or greater. Because

the towing cable for SeaSoar is 1,000 meters long, and it contains only non twisted

conductors, there is a finite limit to how fast data can be transmitted from SeaSoar to

the towing vessel. The communication interface used on SeaSoar is capable of data

transmission rates less than 4,000 samples per second. This is the communication

budget for all installed instruments not just MicroSoar.

Presently, MicroSoar stores all data acquired on its hard disks and transmits one

data point per second to the surface for each active A/D channel. At a data acquisition

rate of 8,000 samples per second MicroSoar will store almost one megabyte of data per

minute, 60 megabytes per hour or 1.5 gigabytes per day. With 4 gigabytes of storage

capacity MicroSoar can stay submerged over 60 hours before it must be brought on

board the towing vessel and the data downloaded from its hard disks.

Downloading data from MicroSoars' hard disks is accomplished via the

submerged computers Ethernet Card. When the instrument is brought aboard the ship,

a 150 foot Ethernet twisted pair (lOBaseT) cable is routed directly from the MicroSoar

test connector to the MicroSoar Deck Computer. The downloading process is

conducted via network drivers in Windows for Workgroups in the submerged computer

and Windows 95 in the Deck Computer. The Windows for Workgroups software is

installed on the 2 gigabyte boot disk. MicroSoars data acquisition mode is run under

DOS because data acquisition in DOS has proven more efficient. In order to start the

submerged computer in Windows, the config.sys and autoexec.bat files must be

overwritten with config.sys and autoexec.bat files containing instructions for the

computer to boot up in Windows for Workgroups. This is accomplished by pre-data

acquisition software in the submerged computer, see Figure 11. When the submerged

computer powers up in the data acquisition mode, the pre-data acquisition software

always tries to establish an Ethernet connection using DOS drivers. If it finds no
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Ethernet connection, or the Ethernet server in the Deck Computer is not opened, the

computer begins to sample the AD channels and normal data acquisition begins. If the

submerged computer is powered up with the Ethernet physically connected, and the

Ethernet server open on the Deck Computer, the submerged computer will immediately

be connected by the DOS Ethernet client software (in the submerged unit) to the

Ethernet server (in the Deck Computer). The submerged computer can then be

switched over to enable downloading mode using the network connection. This is done

by overwriting the data acquisition config.sys and autoexec.bat files with versions that

will enable data downloading. The submerged computer is then rebooted by recycling

the input power to MicroSoar. The new config.sys and autoexec.bat files install the

Windows memory manager and network drivers in the submerged computer. If the

Ethernet is physically connected and Windows 95 is started on the Deck Computer, the

submerged computer will immediately be connected by the standard TCP/IP protocol

under Windows 3.11 for Workgroups to the Deck Computer running Windows 95. At

this point the user downloads the data files.

The download data rate is about 20 to 25 megabytes per minute. It takes 3 to 4

hours to complete downloading two full hard disks. When file transfer is complete, the

user deletes the old data files on both hard disks and overwrites the data downloading

config.sys and autoexec.bat files with data acquisition config.sys and autoexec.bat

versions. The next time the submerged computer reboots it will come up in the data

acquisition mode.

4.5.2 Data Acquisition Software

When MicroSoar is actively acquiring data it can be placed in communication

with the Deck Computer either by Ethernet or RS232 communication links.

Monitoring of the signals coming from the probes is important because if they foul

MicroSoar can be brought on board for service. Most problems so far have been due to

material in the water impacting the probe tips. While MicroSoar has proven itself quite



capable of acquiring data without the benefit of a communication interface there is

always the possibility of a failure. Another reason for bringing data to the surface in

real time is to watch for turbulent patches that might be of interest to the researchers

acquiring the data. So there are two programs running: the Surface Data Acquisition

Software and the Submerged Data Acquisition Software.

4.5.2.1 Submerged Data Acquisition Software

The software installed and executed by the MicroSoar PC-104 computer

subsystem is called the MicroSoar Intelligent Data Acquisition Software (IDAS).

IDAS has been developed to be executed in the DOS environment. In its data

acquisition mode MicroSoar runs under DOS 6.22. The DOS environment presents

less overhead processing for the system and results in higher achievable data

acquisition rates. IDAS is designed to control the data acquisition configuration of the

Analogic A/D converters, save data to the on board hard disks, preform initial data

reduction algorithms, and send either reduced or full data to the Deck Computer on

board the towing vessel for display and control. At the surface, the reduced data set is

displayed on screen in real time in order to monitor the system performance. The

Intelligent Data Acquisition Software runs automatically after the Computer

Electronics System has powered up and the computer reboots. It is installed on the 2

gigabyte boot disk in MicroSoar. Presently, MicroSoar is configured for data

acquisition on 11 channels. Analog signals are allocated to the desired A/D Card and

input channel using the analog patch bay on the Computer Mother Board. Each A/D

Card has 8 differential input channels with software programmable gains. When a data

acquisition sequence is started IDAS sends a series of initializing instructions to each

A/D Card that configures the boards many operational modes, sets gain and establishes

the sequential channel list. The A/D converters can automatically read a series of

adjacent channels in sequence for each trigger event issued. The channel list specifies



the starting channel code and an ending channel code to be read in sequence in

response to a trigger event.

The timing of the data read sequence for both A/D Cards is shown in Figure 12.

In response to a trigger event the channels in the channel list will be read once in

sequence at a rate of 100 kHz. During a channel read sequence, each channel in the

channel list is read once for each trigger event and the reads are 10 microseconds apart.

Three input channels on one AID Card (referred to as the fast converter) are triggered at

2,048 samples per second and eight input channels on the other AiD Card (referred to

as the slow converter) are triggered at 256 samples per second. The fast AID converter

is triggered differently than the slow A/D converter. Each trigger event for the slow

A/D converter read sequence is under direct software control. This software trigger is

set via a programmed InputlOutput (110) instruction pulse, as soon as it is programmed

to 1 the read sequence of the channel list begins. The trigger event for the fast AID

converter is issued from an internal trigger timer counter located on the A/D Card. The

duration of the timer counter is programmed during initialization. Data acquisition is

commenced by writing a 1 into the fast A/D converter 'go' register bit location. When

the 'go' bit goes high the timer counter resets and starts counting. When the timer

counter 'overflows' the trigger event is issued and one read sequence of the channel list

begins. The counter is then automatically reset and the count repeated until the counter

again 'overflows' and another trigger event is issued. This process goes on

automatically as long as the A/D converter 'go' bit is held high. Data is initially stored

in a 256x16 First in First Out (FIFO) buffer on the AiD Card. The converter sets a

programming bit "true" when the FIFO is half full and the data is then transferred to a

large RAM memory FIFO buffer on the 486 CPU Card. When this large buffer is half

filled a "save to disk" operation is invoked by a background program. The background

software also preforms the following procedures: 1) checking how many bytes are

available on the hard disks; 2) one second data averaging; 3) sending averaged data to

the Deck Computer via RS232 interface for visual monitoring in real time.
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Figure 12. AID Converter sampling timing diagram

Figure 13 shows the data format stored on MicroSoars Hard disks. Data are

divided up into records. One record is 16,416 bytes representing one second of

recorded data. A record is broken down into 256 scans. The eight channels on the

slow A/D converter are read once and the three channels on the fast A/D converter are

read 256 times each scan. A new record starts with a 32 byte header. The header

contains a four byte label, an 8 byte Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) stamp, a 4 byte

record number and 16 bytes that are not used at this time. The format for the reduced

data set, transmitted to the Deck Computer once each second, consists of the same 32

byte header stored on the hard disk followed by 22 bytes representing the 3 fast and 8

slow channel data for one second.
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Length of each record= 16416 bytes
Structure of a one record:

32 bytes Head of a record: 4 bytes > Label;
8 bytes > Time;
4 bytes > Record number;

16 bytes >for future use.
16384 bytes Data records:

Fast-U Fast-I Fast-2 Fast-O Fast-I Fast-2 Slow-U Slow-7

Jr Jr Jr Jr J
lf' 1l2t5 I.. 1I 11I I2t I .. 2byt i..'

8 channels

3 fast channels X 8 times

1 Scan

Figure 13. Data format stored on MicroSoar hard disks

4.5.2.2 Surface Data Acquisition Software

Surface Data Acquisition Software is used for real time display and control of the

data acquisition process. It is installed and executed in the MicroSoar Deck Computer.

These software routines are run in the Windows 95 environment and programed in C

using Lab Windows CVI. Figure 14 is a copy of the data acquisition display screen for

the Micro Soar Deck Computer. This screen is the principle operator interface during

data acquisition. Strip charts showing the one second averaged data for each of the 11

channels are displayed on the screen. The charts are updated once per second and
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scroll from right to left. The following system information is also displayed on the

operators screen during data acquisition:

1) the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) at which data acquisition was started;

2) the current GMT;

3) the number of megabytes acquired so far by the submerged computer

during the current run;

4) transmission error status;

5) the number of megabytes remaining on the hard disks.

4.5.3 MicroSoar Quick Analysis Software

When data becomes available, the quick analysis software allows an initial view

of the recorded data. Figure 15 shows a print out of the display screen for the Quick

Analysis Software. MicroSoar stores data in 5 minute segments. The user selects one

or more of these segments to be loaded into memory and displayed as one second

averaged data for any of the recorded parameters. The top graph in Figure 15 shows a

conductivity data segment 5 minutes long. Along with the conductivity curve the graph

shows the corresponding pressure signal that was recorded at the same time. This

allows the user to see where in the water column the SeaSoar was when the data was

taken. The cursor on the top graph in Figure 15 can be positioned along the time line,

in one second increments, to allow the data that was averaged into that one second

value to be displayed in its entirety. The bottom left hand curve in Figure 15 is

displaying all 2048 data points that were averaged to yield the one second point

indicated by the cursor. At the same time the one second of data is displayed the

system calculates the power spectrum for that one second of data and displays it in the

bottom right of the screen. With a Pentium class computer running Windows 95 the

two bottom displays are available the instant the cursor is moved to a new location in

the top graph. This makes the Quick Analysis Software a very valuable tool for quickly

evaluating a segment of acquired data.
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5 CRUISE RESULTS

5.1 PERFORMANCE DATA

MicroSoar has been deployed on four oceanic cruises. The first two cruises were

aboard the R/V Wecoma in the Pacific Ocean. The second two cruises were aboard the

R/VEndeavor in the Atlantic Ocean in the Mid Atlantic Bight. The first cruise in the

summer of 1995 demonstrated the failings of the system design to that point. The

second cruise in spring 1996 demonstrated that high speed conductivity could be

acquired from a towed body. The third cruise was the summer Coastal Mixing and

Optics cruise in the Atlantic where microstructure data was collected successfully, but

the conductivity calibration adjustments were problematic and the computer system

often rebooted itself during deployment. During the fourth cruise in spring 1997

microstructure data collection went more smoothly. This section shows data from

MicroSoars sensors taken with MicroSoar aboard SeaSoar during some of these

oceanic cruises.

5.1.1 Comparisons With Calibrated SeaBird CTD

As shown in Figure 1, SeaSoar is fitted with a SeaBird 9/11 CTD whose

redundant sensors are factory calibrated. MicroSoar data can be compared at any time

to these calibrated reference standards. Actual cruise data can be used to evaluate

MicroSoar's performance against that of the SeaBird CTDs. The SeaBird temperature

and conductivity sensors are designed to drift as little as possible over time. This

stability is achieved at the expense of some sensitivity which is the goal of the

microconductivity sensor design. To determine the amount of drift over time in the

MicroSoar system, nine 5 minute segments of data were selected over a 4 hour period.

The CTD and MicroSoar data sets were averaged down to one second. Linear
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regression analysis were then preformed for pressure, temperature and conductivities

for each of the nine 5 minute segments of data. All data sets have very good

correlation. The results of linear fitting for MicroSoar and SeaBird data is shown in

Table 3. These data were measured during a scientific cruise off the coast of Oregon in

May 1996. The coefficients in the summary represent averaged calibration coefficients

over a period of almost 4 hours of measurements. Standard root mean square errors for

the coefficients are also included. Figure 16 shows one of the 5 minute segments of

data used in the analysis above. Note that there are no significant drifts or offsets in

the MicroSoar data when graphed using the calibration coefficients in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of Micro Soar and SeaSoar Mounted SeaBird Data

File GMT Pressure Linear Fit Temperature Linear Fit Conductivity Linear Fit
Name

30.m 01:33 - 108.3369 x + 2.0246 xT01 + 0.1090 x + 3.0297
cs 01:38 239.0149 14.3412

36.m 02:03 - 108.2648 x P + 2.0282 x T0 + 0.1088 x C,01 + 3.0302
cs 02:08 238.8326 14.3552

42.m 02:33 - 108.1770 x P0 + 2.0330 x T01 + 0.1082 x C,01 + 3.0321
cs 02:38 238.7387 14.3701

48.m 03:03 - 108.3640 x P01 + 2.032 1 x T + 0.1072 x C01 + 3.0362
cs 03:08 238.7440 14.3725

54.m 03:34 - 108.0672 x PVO1, + 2.0352 x T01 + 0.1082 x C, + 3.0326
cs 03:39 238.3823 14.3852

60.m 04:04 - 108.1080 x P0 + 2.0473 x T0 + 0.1098 x C011, + 3.0260
cs 04:09 238.5025 14.4257

66.m 04:34 - 108.0860 x P0 + 2.0290 x T01 + 0.1078 x C01 + 3.0340
CS 04:39 238.3773 14.3544

72.m 05:04 - 108.2279 x P01, + 2.0251 x T01 + 0.1078 x + 3.035 1
05:09 238.7929 14.3504

78.m 05:34 - 108.1618 x P01 + 2.0282 x T01 + 0.1086 x C.,01 + 3.0311
05:39 238.6329 14.3523

(108.2±0.1) x P01 (2.03±0.01) x T01 (0.108±0.001) x
+ (238.7±0.2) + (14.37±0.03) + (3.032±0.003)
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5.1.2 System Vibration Data

Vibration data from test cruises were recorded to be sure that vehicle motion was

sufficiently small so as not to affect measurements of scalar properties such as

temperature and conductivity. It is likely that high frequency displacements due to

vibration will be small because of the large physical mass of SeaSoar with MicroSoar

attached. Data from the accelerometers mounted inside the pressure case were used to

estimate root mean square displacement of the probe tips in three mutually

perpendicular directions relative to MicroSoars long dimension. The z axis is

vertical, the x axis is lateral and the y - axis is forward relative to MicroSoar's long

dimension. Figure 17 shows the method used to calculate the displacements.

The power spectrum of the temperature fluctuations is calculated over the

frequency range of 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. Table 4 is a summary of the displacements

calculated for MicroSoar attached to SeaSoar from a cruise August 1996 in the Mid

Atlantic Bight. The displacements calculated are broken down into frequency bands

and depth intervals. Looking first at the columns for frequencies 1 to 128 Hz, the

displacement amplitudes are seen to be on the order of 2 to 4 centimeters. At first

glance this seems to represent a large excursion for the probe tips relative to the spatial

scales we are trying to resolve (1.5 centimeters or less). But the ito 128 Hz

displacement amplitudes are calculated over a period of one second. SeaSoar carries

MicroSoar along at a speed of about 3 mIs. In one second MicroSoar has traveled a

distance of 3 meters. This means a vibration displacement of 3 centimeters occurred

during the interval the instrument traveled 300 centimeters.

In order to detennine the displacements occurring due to vibration during the

interval that the instrument probes pass through 20 or 30 centimeters we must look only

at changes occurring at time periods less than the amount of time it takes the instrument

to travel that small distance. At 3 meters per second it takes MicroSoar .1 second to

travel 30 centimeters. This is equivalent to a frequency of 10 Hz. Frequencies greater

than 10 Hz represent body motions that could effect data acquired over length scale of
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Displacements due to vibration were calculated by first taking a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of one second of data (256 data points) from each of the three
accelerometers S(J), S(j) and S(f). The integral of the FFT was then taken to
obtain the variance of acceleration, A2 for each axis.

100

SA(f)df

0

To obtain the variance of velocity the integral is taken twice.

s(f)

Finally, to obtain the variance of displacement the integral is taken three times.

s(f)
df

d

0

Figure 17. Accelerometer displacement calculations
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approximately 30 centimeters. The column labeled 10 to 128 Hz shows vibration

displacements calculated ignoring the contribution of frequencies less than 10 Hz.

These show displacements due to vibration on the order of 0.01 centimeters occurred

during the interval the instrument traveled 30 centimeters. The column labeled 50 to

128 Hz shows vibration displacements calculated ignoring the contribution of

frequencies less than 50 Hz. These show displacements due to vibration on the order

of 0.002 centimeters occurred during the interval the instrument traveled 6 centimeters.

Table 4. Summary of MicroS oar Vibration Characteristics

Frequency - Hz 1 to 128 1 to 50 10 to 128 50 to 128

Depth Range - meters 0-5 5-45 0-5 5-45 0-5 5-45 0-5 5-45

2cmm - lateral 21.6 7.4 21.6 7.4 0.12 0.16 0.007 0.03

2cmm - vertical 19.6 5.2 19.6 5.2 0.16 0.14 0.006 0.02

2o,mm - forward 42 24 41.4 23 0.12 0.10 0.004 0.01

5.2 EXAMPLE SPECTRA AND PLOTS FROM COASTAL MIX1TG AND
OPTICS CRUISE

In the summer of 1996 and spring of 1997 MicroSoar was a passenger instrument

on OSU's SeaSoar for the Coastal Mixing and Optics (CMO) Accelerated Research

Initiative (ARI) cruise sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR). "The

objective of the Coastal Mixing and Optics ARI is to quantify and understand the role

of vertical mixing processes (in a laterally-varying environment) in determining the

mid-shelf vertical structure of hydrographic and optical properties and particulate

matter.. . In particular, internal vertical (diapycnal) mixing is thought to be critical to

the formation and evolution of coastal buoyant plumes, the seasonal pycnocline and

bottom boundary layer, all which act as sources of optically active matter" (ONR



1994). Figure 1 is a sketch of the SeaSoar configuration for the CMO cruises. Figure

18 shows the location in the Mid Atlantic Bight for the CMO cruises. The same grid

was followed repeatedly during both cruises. Figures 19, 20 and 21 are preliminary

data calculated from the spring 1997 cruise showing an approximately 70 kin north-

south transect (the most eastern leg of the large box). These figures are shown as

preliminary examples of the types of data available from MicroSoar. No attempt will

be made to interpret them.
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6 THE IMPORTANCE OF TURBULENCE IN TIlE MARINE
ENVIRONMENT

This section will provide a brief description of the ways turbulence affects the

marine environment. Turbulence is important to a variety of ocean processes. What

follows here is just a sampling of the areas where research on turbulence is being

applied. The idea is to show the diversity of effects that turbulence has in the ocean

environment and to give insight on how data from an instrument like MicroSoar might

be used by scientists and managers. One application will be discussed in greater detail

to show how data on small scale turbulence can be used to help make management

decisions affecting the resource.

6.1 EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE ON TIlE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Turbulence affects the marine environment by moving heat, sediments, nutrients,

organisms and pollutants within the water column. The following subsections discuss

the role of turbulence in biological productivity, and ocean pollution.

6.1.1 The Role of Turbulence in Biological Productivity

Marine ecosystem dynamics are the result of myriad interactions occurring

between individual organisms and their changing environment. The nature of these

interactions define the time and space scales which are most important in driving

system level processes. Understanding the process of how these interactions are

integrated from small to large scales requires knowledge of microscale (<10 meter)

distributions and behaviors and how these interact to control population and ecosystem

dynamics. "In particular, it is essential to know the extent to which microscale



patchiness exists in the ocean and whether such aggregations are of any consequence to

population growth and survival" (Davis et al. 1991).

6.1.1.1 Turbulence Moves Organisms in the Water Column

Munk and Riley, (1952) determined that phytoplankton cells suspended

motionless in a solution create a small nutrient depleted boundary layer around

themselves. The cells' ability to acquire the nutrient will be a function of the rate at

which the nutrient is able to diffuse across this depletion layer. Relative motion

between the cell and the surrounding water will reduce the thickness of the boundary

layer, sharpen the gradient of nutrient next to the cell and so increase the diffusion of

nutrient to the cell. Many plankton cells are negatively buoyant, they will sink slowly

in undisturbed water and so create relative motion between themselves and the

surrounding water. Munk and Riley (1952) call this moving water effect forced

convection. Turbulence aids organisms that benefit from forced convection by

repositioning them vertically in the water column.

Access to sunlight for photosynthesis is another way that individual phytoplankton

organisms are affected by being repositioned in the water column. The vertical

distribution of sunlight in the water column varies from damaging intensities near the

surface to levels incapable of supporting photosynthesis at the bottom of the euphotic

zone (sun-lit region). Not only does the intensity of solar radiation vary with depth but

the spectral content of the light changes as well. The photosynthetic response of

phytoplankton to a changing light field is complex, with the organism responding not

only to the intensity of the light but also to its duration and spectral content (Kirk

1994). Turbulence plays a significant role in moving organisms vertically in the water

column and so is critical in controlling the exposure of planktonic organisms to varying

light spectra and intensities. A little turbulence can move the phytoplankton slowly

through the euphotic zone in such a way that they pass quickly through the most intense

light fields and so avoid damage. "On balance we may reasonably conclude that



photoinhibition of photosynthesis in the surface layer, although it exists, is not as

frequent a phenomenon as was originally thought. It can significantly reduce areal

photosynthesis under sunny, still, conditions, but is likely to be of small or no

significance when there is even a light wind. . . . It should be noted however that...

circulation through too great a depth can diminish total photosynthesis by keeping cells

for significant periods in light intensities too low for photosynthesis" (Kirk 1994).

Stronger turbulent mixing can increase the depth of the mixed layer allowing the

phytoplankton to be carried below the euphotic zone into a region where the average

light received is insufficient to maintain enough 02 production to meet their respiration

needs.

6.1.1.2 Turbulence Controls Nutrient Supply to the Euphotic Zone

Turbulence not only controls the movement of organisms in the mixed layer, it

also controls the introduction of nutrients into stratified surface waters. Nutrient

chemistry is a maj or determinant of biological primary production in the water column.

".. . in steady state the pelagic marine ecosystem primarily responds to

physicochemical forcing, because its energy source, the rate of photosynthetic primary

production, is controlled by the rate of supply of nutrients to the photic zone" (Denman

1994). In mid-latitudes, dramatic increases in primary productivity occur in the spring

when warming temperatures create the seasonal thermocline, trapping a layer of

nutrient rich water near the surface. The burst of primary productivity that follows uses

up the available nutrients in this warm surface layer. Waters below the thermocline are

cooler and nutrient rich but because of the stratification, cannot pass vertically across

the thermocline. Unless some physical force intervenes to move some of the dense

nutrient rich water up into the warmer sunlit overlying water mass the primary

productivity of the surface waters will rapidly diminish. Turbulence, due to shear

instabilities caused by internal waves traveling along the thermocline, entrains small

volumes of nutrient rich water into the warmer nutrient depleted waters of the surface



layer. "In the ocean, regions of anomalously high biological productivity often occur at

discontinuities or boundaries in the physical properties of the water.... These physical

boundaries, sometimes called 'ergoclines', are hypothesized to be areas where physical

energy is available to the ecosystem with the potential to enhance biological

productivity, e.g. by mixing or injecting nutrients from below the pycnocline up into

the surface layer where they can be used by phytoplankton in photosynthetic

production" (Denman 1994).

Many nutrients are recycled in the water column. When organisms die, or when

they excrete wastes, nutrients are released that can be used by other organisms. These

particles fall slowly down through the water column and unless intercepted by a

consumer will drift out of the euphotic zone. Turbulence in the mixed layer resuspends

decaying organic matter in the euphotic zone. This helps to recycle nutrients by

keeping them from sinking below the thermocline.

6.1.1.3 Turbulence Affects Predator-Prey Encounter Velocities

An important factor controlling growth rate in plankton populations is the rate of

encounters between predator and prey. Traditional methods of determining the rate of

predator-prey encounters only use the relative density of each group to determine

contact rates. This serves to underestimate the contact rates for low nondispersive

values of turbulence. "Such density-based contact rate estimates are generally flawed

because the contact rate between predator and prey depends not only on the relative

density but on both the relative density and the relative velocity of predator and prey.

Thus many studies inferring in situ food requirements, food-related predator

performance, behavior, or starvation levels (an important measurement in the study of

ichthyoplankton nutrition) need to be reviewed in the context of small-scale turbulence-

related effects" (Rothschild and Osbom 1988).



6.1.2 The Role of Turbulence in Ocean Pollution

Today over two thirds of the worlds population lives within 300 miles of ocean

coastal waters and over half the population in the United States lives within 50 miles of

ocean coastal waters (Getis, 1991). This close proximity of so many people has placed

extreme environmental pressures on the worlds' coastal ecosystems. The oceans have

always been a convenient place for waste disposal.

6.1.2.1 Pollution in the Sediments

Toxic wastes, sewage sludge, chemicals, pesticides and heavy metals all have

found their way into coastal sediments around the world. The behavior and interaction

of polluted sediments with the sea-floor environment is strongly influenced by substrate

geology and sediment transport processes. Many pollutants chemically and physically

bind to fine-grained sediment. Mobilization and transport of the host sediment by

currents, waves and turbulence results in movement of these pollutants. Therefore,

adequately addressing the issues of pollutant accumulation and transport requires an

increased understanding of both the local geology and the key sedimentary processes

that transport and distribute sediment. Turbulence in the coastal ocean floor boundary

layer can play a role in movement and suspension of these pollutants. In shallow water

areas the pollutants can be stirred up into surface waters where primary production is

occurring. Once in the euphotic zone they are more liable to be taken up by plankton.

6.1.2.2 Pollution in the Water Column

In the United States. . ."Each year our factories dump no less than five trillion

gallons of wastewater into coastal waters. We flush another 2.3 trillion gallons of

sewage into them as well. And every time it rains or snows, massive amounts of



poisonous substances, including gasoline and pesticides, are carried into the sea as

runoff from our city streets and farms" (NRDC 1993).

6.1.2.2.1 Sewage

Coastal cities all over the world discharge some of their wastes into the ocean.

These wastes may contain domestic, industrial and agricultural effluent. Together these

effluents contain nutrients, bacteria, heavy metals and chemicals. The way in which

pollutants are delivered to the receiving waters varies. Some enter the water as

nonpoint source pollution. Some is hauled out in barges and dumped. Some is

pumped out via sewage outflows. The nature of the receiving waters also varies. Some

sewage is pumped or dumped from barges into veiy deep water well away from land.

Some is pumped out of pipes into shallow waters near land. The fate of this sewage

after it enters coastal waters is a pressing concern. Depending on the local conditions

and the nature of the sewage discharge system, the effluent may be rapidly dispersed

and diluted with practically no trace remaining or it may remain in a highly visible and

relatively undiluted plume around its point of discharge. For example, the New York

Bight is a relatively shallow area over the continental shelf opposite New York Bay. It

has been used as a dumping ground for wastes for over 60 years. Until the 1980's it

received about 7 billion liters of sewage sludge from metropolitan New York City

every year. The bottom of the ocean in this area is now covered with a blanket of black

toxic sludge (Owen and Chiras 1990).

6.1.2.2.2 Dredging Operations

Streams and rivers transport sediments downstream. Eventually these materials

reach the coast where they accumulate in estuaries and harbors. These sediments

eventually build up the bottom so that ships can no longer pass. The accumulated
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material must be dredged out of the shipping channels. "Each year, the Army Corps of

Engineers dredges some 500 to 700 million cubic yards of material from harbors and

channels. As much as 35 million cubic yards is highly contaminated with toxic

materials, PCBs, and oil" (NRDC 1993). After being removed from the channel, the

spoils determined to be non toxic are often dumped off shore in ocean waters. In some

cases deep water is 100's of kilometers away so there is economic pressure to move the

dredge spoils a shorter distance and dump them into coastal waters. As a consequence

of the dredging operation spoils containing toxic material will be resuspended in the

water column. During both the extraction and dumping of these materials their

dispersal and mixing into the water will be a function of the local hydrological

conditions. Turbulent processes within the water column can alter the dispersal pattern

of these materials by keeping them in suspension longer than anticipated.

6.1.2.2.3 Oil Pollution

Petroleum contains highly toxic substances and, in sufficient concentrations, can

be destructive to marine ecosystems. The ultimate fate of most of the oil that finds its

way into the marine environment is to be dispersed and eventually metabolized by

bacteria. About half of the oil entering the ocean each year is from non-human induced

processes. The oil seeps in naturally from cracks in the ocean floor. This naturally

occurring oil does not pose a significant threat to marine ecosystems because the seep

locations are highly dispersed (Owen and Chiras 1990). Every year about 100 million

gallons of oil are spilled into the ocean by humans (OSIR 1997). Human generated oil

inputs to the ocean tend to be more damaging to the marine environment because they

are localized and less dispersed. About half of this spilled oil is delivered by river

runoff. Other sources of human introduced oil to the ocean include pipeline leaks,

offshore oil production leaks, municipal and industrial runoff, leaks from fueling and

cleaning ship fuel tanks. Only 5% of the human introduced oil entering the ocean is

from tanker accidents, but they can be highly destructive (Owen and Chiras 1990).



Tanker oil spills are probably the most publicized form of marine pollution. This

is because the effects of the spill are highly visible and concentrated. The oil slick

itself is visible from the air or high coastal areas. The slick is large and can be tracked

as it slowly and imminently moves into shallow water and eventually impacts the

shoreline. One of the best documented oil spills was in 1989 when the Exxon Valdez

spill dumped 11 million gallons of oil into Prince William Sound. To put that in

perspective one high school gynmasium (45' x 45' x 66') will hold 1 million gallons of

oil (OSIR 1997). The initial impact of the oil on wildlife is dramatic with marine

mammals and birds the most visible victims. In the Exxon Valdez spill, the Natural

Resources Defense Council estimated that thousands of sea otters died from exposure

to the oil, over 30,000 dead birds were recovered after the spill, and the total killed (but

not recovered) are estimated to be many times that number. The greatest damage to

fish was to eggs and larvae of species that inhabit and spawn in coastal areas.

Populations of intertidal organisms were significantly reduced along oiled shorelines

(Sankovitch et al., 1992).

What happens to oil when it spills is dependent upon many factors. Most crude

oil that is being shipped today is lighter than water. So initially, oil will float on the

surface when it spills. In the water, the oil is transformed by a variety of physical,

chemical and biological "weathering" processes as the slick spreads. Physical

weathering processes include evaporation, dissolution, vertical dispersion,

emulsification and sedimentation. Chemical weathering results from the reactions due

to the specific chemical composition of the oil and photochemical oxidation that occurs

in sunlight. Biological processes affecting the oil include degradation of the petroleum

by microorganisms to carbon dioxide and uptake by marine organisms with subsequent

metabolism, storage, or discharge (NRC 1985).

The most toxic components of the oil are also the most volatile, soluble and

flammable. Between 30% to 40% of the oil spilled will evaporate within 24 to 48

hours depending upon the weather and type of oil. What remains will be somewhat

less toxic and more dense than the original oil. This denser fraction is still usually

lighter than seawater. "It is very rare for oil to sink. It needs to adhere to heavier
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particles such as sand, algae, or silt to sink. An exception is a kind of oil used for

burning in electric utility plants. This oil can actually sink in water since it is heavier

than water" (OSIR 1997). Electric utilities in North America have been increasing

their use of these "Group V" heavy fuel oils because they cost less and have a high

energy content. These fuels are being shipped by tanker and an accident involving the

release of a large amount of Group V fuel oil would result in large submerged pools of

oil for responders deal with. Petroleum products that sink rapidly will retain a much

higher level of toxic compounds. These would have evaporated if the oil had floated at

the surface. Ocean currents and turbulence will function directly to disperse the oil in

the event of such spills. ". . . experience has shown that submerged oil often eventually

resurfaces or is transported to shorelines" (Etkin 1997). Knowing the prevailing ocean

currents and the turbulent mixing regime around a spill involving "Group V" oils

would allow for better estimates of how the spill would propagate and disperse.

While most oils do not sink in mass, the advective dispersal processes in the

oceans surface waters do end up eventually forcing oil below the surface. As the oil

slick disperses horizontally and becomes thinner at the surface it covers more area,

becoming susceptible to vertically diffusive forces. Breaking surface waves (white

caps), Langmuir Cell circulation, wind generated surface mixing, and larger scale

downwelling fronts causes swarms of small oil droplets to be driven into the water

column. Turbulence in the mixed layer can keep the smaller droplets of oil submerged

long enough for them to adhere to particles in the water or to be in jested by

zooplankton. "Further research on the problem of vertical dispersion is justified. An

adequate set of equations cannot be developed until the basic mechanisms are

understood" (NRC 1985).

6.2 TURBULENCE AND BOSTONS SEWAGE OUTFALL

Since 1630, when Boston was founded, the inhabitants of the city and its suburbs

have dumped their wastes into Boston Harbor believing that the tides would carry them



away. Until recently Boston used two antiquated (built in the late 1940's) primary

sewage treatment plants located on Deer Island and Nut Island in the harbor. By the

early 1980's the flow of sewage was enormous, 500 million gallons of treated and

untreated sewage effluent poured into Boston Harbor each day. About 70 tons of

sludge by product from the primary treatment plants was dumped into the harbor each

day. In some areas of Boston Harbor poisonous sediments two to three feet thick have

accumulated.

In 1982 the city of Quincy Massachusetts filed suit against the Metropolitan

District Commission and the Boston Water and Sewer Commission over the chronic

pollution of Boston Harbor. The litigation over the pollution in Boston Harbor

culminated in 1985 when the United States Attorney General filed suit on behalf of the

Environmental Protection Agency against the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for

violations of the 1972 Federal Clean Water Act. The 1972 Federal Clean Water Act

requires that all public wastewater treatment plants provide secondary sewage

treatment. It also set standards for water quality. By federal court decree, a new

agency, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) was formed in 1988.

The MWRA is charged with the responsibility for construction, operation and

maintenance of new wastewater treatment facilities for metropolitan Boston. In

addition to forming the MWRA, the federal court established the Massachusetts

Environmental Trust, awarding it 2 million dollars from fmes collected from the city.

The Massachusetts Environmental Trust in turn provided 1.6 million dollars to

establish the Massachusetts Bays Program, a collaborative effort of public officials,

civic organizations, business leaders, and environmental groups. The Massachusetts

Bays Program supports a program of public education and a scientific research program

focussing on the water quality impacts of contaminants in the Massachusetts and Cape

Cod Bays ecosystem. In 1990 the Massachusetts Bays Program became part of the

National Estuary Program.

In accordance with the federal court ordered timetable, the MWRA began

construction on a new primary sewage treatment plant on Deer Island in 1990. By

1992 all sludge discharge into the harbor was ceased. By the end of 1995, a new state
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of the art primary treatment facility at Deer Island was on line. By 1999 the largest

secondary sewage treatment plant in the United States will be brought on line. Finally,

a sewage outfall pipeline is being constructed that will dump Bostons sewage effluent

into Massachusetts Bay. The sewage outfall is scheduled to start pumping effluent

from the Deer Island facility into the Bay in 1998.

6.2.1 The Management Problem

The new sewage outfall tunnel runs 9.5 miles out from the Deer Island secondary

sewage treatment plant to the middle of Massachusetts Bay. The tunnel is 24 feet in

diameter and feeds 55 diffusers located along the last 1.25 miles. The diffusers will

emit a steady stream of 370 million gallons per day of secondary treated effluent

approximately 100 feet below the waters surface into Massachusetts Bay. There is a

great deal of concern about what will be the effect of all that effluent on Massachusetts

Bay, Cape Cod Bay, Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary and the Gulf of

Maine. One of the main concerns is the effect that nitrogen and other nutrients

contained in the effluent will have on dissolved oxygen and algal community structure.

Excess nutrients can and often do lead to eutrophication and excessive algal blooms.

When the algae die their decomposition uses up the available oxygen supply, especially

in stratified bottom waters. Decomposition of organic matter contained in the effluent

also uses up oxygen in the water colunm and sediments. This lack of oxygen can

adversely affect or kill marine animals that live in the oxygen depleted waters. The

diffusers are located 15.2 miles west of Stellwagen Bank. These areas are used

extensively for transportation, recreation, fishing, and tourism, as well as waste

disposal. "There are concerns that contaminants, nutrients, or increased turbidity from

the outfall will degrade the quality of the sanctuary" (Lohse and Kildow 1996).

Due to the concerns raised about the effect of the.sewage effluent on the

Massachusetts Bay and Cape Cod Bay ecosystems, the MWRA developed a

Contingency Plan and an Outfall Monitoring Program. "The Contingency Plan...



develops expectations for environmental quality in Massachusetts Bay and Cape Cod

Bay. The expectations are expressed as Caution and Warning Levels that would trigger

actions if they are exceeded." Galya, et al., (1997). The measured data from the

Monitoring Program are compared to the Contingency Plan trigger levels and in the

event triggers are exceeded action will be taken appropriate to the exceeded parameter.

6.2.2 The Physical Environment

Massachusetts Bay and Cape Cod Bay (the Bays) are a semi-enclosed, embayment

130 km long by 50 km wide bounded on the south by Cape Cod and bounded on the

east by Cape Cod and Stellwagen Bank. The Bays are partly separated from the larger

Gulf of Maine by Steliwagen Bank. Steliwagen Bank rises to within 30 meters of the

sea surface. Boston Harbor supplies a small amount of freshwater into western

Massachusetts Bay from the Charles River and the cities sewer system. Most

freshwater entering the Bays comes from the Gulf of Maine, entering Massachusetts

Bay from the north. A splinter of predominantly southward flow from the Gulf of

Maine enters the Bays at the north between Cape Ann and Steliwagen Bank. This flow

reinforces a weak counter clockwise circulation in the Bays and exits between Race

point on the northeast tip of Cape Cod and the southern extent of Stellwagen Bank.

Circulation in the Bays is driven by winds, tides, river flow and flow from the Gulf of

Maine. (Geyer et al. 1992).

In the winter, wind is from the northwest and the Bays are well mixed vertically.

In spring, large freshwater influx from the Gulf of Maine, along with increased

warming cause the Bays to become stratified. In summer the stratification is intensified

by solar insolation. Tidal currents in Massachusetts Bay are dominated by the semi-

diurnal M2 constituent with a 12.42 hour period. "Although the transport due to tides is

generally oscillatory and therefore doesn't give rise to net transport of material, they are

an important source of bottom-generated turbulent mixing" (Signell et al. 1996).
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6.2.3 Circulation Studies

The effect of the sewage outfall on the Bays will depend on how the effluent is

transported once released from the diffusers. Understanding the circulation of water in

the Bays is of critical importance for determining how nutrients, sediment,

contaminants and other water borne materials are transported. Geyer et al. (1992)

review several important studies describing the general circulation of the Bays prior to

1988. None of them are sufficient to make detailed determination of effluent transport.

In order to increase the baseline understanding of circulation processes in the Bays, an

intensive program of field measurements and computer modeling was undertaken by

the Massachusetts Bays Program and U.S. Geological Survey beginning in 1990.

"The field measurement program was designed to resolve the general

characteristics of the circulation and water properties through the annual cycle as well

as to provide estimates of the scales of variability of currents and water properties."

(Geyer et. al. 1992). Data from the field measurement program revealed several

important aspects of the circulation in the Bays.

1) The seasonal stratification in the Bays acts as a partial barrier to

mixing between the surface waters and deeper waters ". . . causing the

motion of the surface waters to be decoupled from the more sluggish

flow of the deep waters. . . Flushing of the Bays is largely the result of

the mean throughflow. Residence time estimates of the surface waters

range from 20 to 45 days. . . [with deeper water having longer residence

timesj

2) "Current measurements made near the new outfall site in

western Massachusetts Bay suggest that water and material discharged

there are not swept away in a consistent direction by a well-defined

steady current but are mixed and transported by a variety of processes,

including the action of tides, winds, and river inflow...

3) "Additional field work is necessary to provide more quantitative

information about rates of vertical exchange by vertical mixing and



coastal upwelling. . . Vertical mixing and exchange mechanisms are

very important to the ecology of the Bays, since they determine the rate

at which nutrients can be supplied from deep waters to the euphotic

zone" (Geyer et. al. 1992).

The Massachusetts Bays Program field measurements were coupled with a

numerical computer modeling study being conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey

characterizing the Bays over the same time period. The U.S. Geological Survey three

dimensional hydrodynamic model was developed to study contaminated sediment

accumulation and transport in Massachusetts Bay. The ECOM-si model, used by the

U. S. Geological Survey for the Massachusetts Bays Program, is a semi-implicit

version of the Blumberg and Mellor, (1987) Estuarine, Coastal and Ocean Model. It

simulates circulation and effluent dilution in Massachusetts Bay over a three year

period October 1, 1989 to December 31, 1992. The model is capable of representing

seasonal statistics of the observed currents, but in the stratified summer conditions, it

cannot accurately resolve individual flow events, due to the small spatial scales at

which they are forced and due to incomplete modeling of the Gulf of Maine boundary

conditions. Simulations of the effluent discharge at the existing and proposed outfall

sites indicated significantly less volumes of high concentration (1 part effluent to 200

parts water) resulting at the proposed outfall site (Signell, et al. 1996).

In summer, the model predicts that the effluent at the proposed outfall site will

become trapped below the pycnocline. "The subsurface areal extent of the bottom-

trapped summertime plume is about the same size as the winter plume for the future

outfall scenario. Although the initial vertical mixing of the effluent is confined to the

lower half of the column during the summer, this effect is offset by stronger currents

and shears during the summer that act to increase dispersion" (Signell et al. 1996).

The prospects for turbulent mixing in the Bays are high. Wind induced turbulence

completely mixes the Bays fonn October to March and is responsible for episodic

disruptions of the summertime stratification. The varied and shallow bottom

topography of the Bays creates boundary layer induced turbulence in response to

prevailing and tidal currents. Finally, during stratified periods, high frequency internal



wave packets are generated by tidal currents at Steliwagen Bank. These internal wave

packets propagate into the Bays as the tide turns to flood, where they have been

observed to create large overturning instabilities (Haury et al. 1979).

The U.S. Geological Survey model used the level 2.5 turbulence closure scheme

of Mellor and Yamada, (1982), with the extensions by Galperin et al. (1988). "The

minimum "background mixing" value, below which the eddy viscosity never falls, was

set to 5 x 10.6 m2/s [0.05 cm2/s]. This value of vertical mixing is comparable to the

value of vertical mixing observed by Geyer and Ledwell, (1994) from a dye experiment

near the future outfall site" (Signell et al. 1996).

The dye experiment was conducted in August of 1993 to determine rates of

vertical and horizontal dispersion in the vicinity of the new outfall. Rhodamine dye

was released along the 12.5 °C isotherm in the thermocline. The dye was injected as

two intersecting horizontal lines approximately 2 km long and 1 meter thick. The

growing patch of dye was then monitored for five days. "Internal tidal mechanisms

provided the dominant source of shear during this dye experiment.. . in general it

appears that internal tidal motions provide the driving energy for vertical mixing within

the pycnocline. . . The actual mechanisms of vertical mixing were not resolved in this

study. That would require measurements at smaller vertical scales than could be

accomplished with the tow-yo sampling approach [30 to 70 cm vertical resolution]."

(Geyer and Ledwell 1994). The study found a vertical mixing rate of 0.04-0.08 cm2/s.

This was roughly half the value determined from analysis of the Massachusetts Bays

Program field measurement data. The difference was conjectured to be due to a

combination of temporal, spatial and physical factors due to the short time period and

small area involved in the study (Geyer et al. 1992).

As discussed earlier vertical mixing is important because it can affect primary

production in stratified waters. Vertical mixing along the thermocline provides a

mechanism for the transport of nutrients into the euphotic zone. Stratification of the

water column in spring and summer trap phytoplankton in the euphotic zone along with

the nutrients they require for growth. During a natural cycle nutrients trapped in the

surface layer are used up by phytoplankton at the same time their numbers are being
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diminished by zooplankton grazing as the summer progresses. The cooler waters

below the thermocline are nutrient rich compared to the depleted surface waters. The

nutrients from the new sewage outfall plume will be trapped below the thermocline.

These highly nutrient enriched waters could stimulate plankton growth if they found

their way into the surface waters. "Adding effluent to the marine environment may

change the relative levels of different nutrients so that undesirable algae dominate or

are present along with useful algae. The nutrient composition of the effluent is

different from that in Massachusetts Bay, and there is public concern that undesirable

algae may be better able to take advantage of this difference than desirable algae"

(Gayla et al. 1997).

6.2.4 MicroSoar Could Map Temporal and Spatial Distributions of
Turbulence

The MWRA sewage outfall represents a unique opportunity for scientists and

managers. In preparation for the 1998 release of effluent into Massachusetts Bay there

has been an extensive body of scientific information collected and analyzed. "The

physical transport processes play key roles in the ecological response of the Bays; that

is why the Massachusetts Bays Program made this large investment in physical

oceanographic research. Future ecological research should be cognizant of the physical

factors that are influencing distributions of nutrients and organisms, and likewise these

ecological studies should provide insights to gain a better understanding of the physical

regime." (Geyer et. al. 1992). In addition, a state-of-the-art monitoring system is in

place to document impacts to marine resources caused by the sudden introduction of

effluent into the Bays. The MWRA Outfall Monitoring Program ". . . evaluates six

categories of wastewater constituents: nutrients, organic material, toxic contaminants,

pathogens, solids, and floatables. These six parameters were evaluated as they apply to

four different environmental measurement areas: effluent, water column, benthic

environment, and fish and shellfish" (Galya et al. 1997). As discussed in previous
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sections, turbulent transport plays an important role in plankton ecology. In the Bays

turbulence along the thermocline is induced by internal tidal wave shears and small-

scale internal waves (Haury et. al., 1979). The spatial and temporal extent of the

magnitude of this turbulence will be a major factor in the response of the Bays to the

introduction of the effluent. These processes have been demonstrated to exist but they

have not been sufficiently quantified to be of detailed use to scientists or managers.

MicroSoar, deployed aboard the winged profiling platform SeaSoar, is capable of

gathering accurate microstructure data at a sufficiently high rate and resolution to

provide a three-dimensional map of the distribution of turbulence throughout the Bays.

This information could be acquired routinely during the spring and summer in order to

characterize the overall distribution and magnitude of turbulence that occurs in the

Bays. Probably most important, it can help in model verification and development

since we can now make micro structure measurements rapidly and efficiently over a

large enough area. Microstructure data will be critical in analyzing the short term

response of the marine ecosystem to turbulent forcing. MicroSoar is capable of rapidly

defining the extent of a localized turbulence event. It could be used to direct physical,

biological and chemical oceanography researchers to hot spots of turbulence.

Scientists from all disciplines of oceanography will benefit from a map showing the

spatial and temporal extents of turbulent mixing that MicroSoar can provide.
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7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The need for more detailed information on the physical oceanography of coastal

and pelagic ocean ecosystems can be met with today's technologies. Recent

improvements in computer technologies, communications systems and probe designs

must be translated into smaller more rugged and reliable data acquisition systems. The

vast amount of data required to characterize a turbulent region is nothing compared to

the gigantic information systems that are currently broadcasting images and

information into our homes and businesses every day. The 28 gigabytes of data that

MicroSoar collected in two three-week cruises is equivalent to less than 3 minutes of

television broadcast at 200 megahertz on channel 8. The technology is way ahead of

the science in many respects.

MicroSoar has demonstrated that microstructure measurements can be made from

a towed platform like SeaSoar. The next generation towed microstructure instruments

should be made smaller and more robust. There are only a few of the capillary

conductivity probes in existence. A next generation of these probes along with analog

electronics to provide them excitation needs to be developed. Because the velocity that

the probes pass through the water varies continuously as SeaSoar moves through the

water column, a method of determining more precisely the speed of MicroSoar is

needed. A pitot tube should be added to the MicroSoar instrument in order to measure

the short term average pressure fluctuations being created as a function of velocity.

The communication interface to MicroSoar must be improved. This is a function of the

cabling and communication hardware and software that supports the whole SeaSoar

system. Data from MicroSoar takes a lot of time and effort to analyze. A next

generation Microstructure data acquisition system must give more emphasis to real

time data analysis and simplification.

Microstructure is just one type parameter that can be characterized from a moving

platform. Optical instruments, acoustic instruments and various ocean chemistry and

biological analyzers can be deployed on high-speed platforms as well. Presently, in situ



oceanographic observations require a large investment in instrumentation, technicians,

analysis and research vessels. Because the ocean is so large and its physical systems

change so rapidly there is a great need for a new paradigm in oceanographic data

acquisition. A series of smaller boats outfitted with relatively simple to use pre-

calibrated instruments could cover a greater area of the ocean much more efficiently

than the large research vessels. Modular data acquisition systems that record internally

or send data through attached cables can be produced inexpensively in quantity and be

pre-calibrated so that technicians could deploy them easily from small fishing boats.

This would give fishennan an alternative income at a time when they are being

restricted in their fishing activities. By taking part in the gathering of the

oceanographic data that could subsequently be used to regulate their activities,

fisherman might be more easily convinced of the utility of resulting regulations.

Standards for routine data analysis of in situ data will need to be developed. After the

data acquired with such instruments are calibrated and spatially registered they could be

input into large Geographical Information Systems along with the other more

traditional types of remote sensing data.
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APPENDIX A ELECTRODE POLARIZATION EFFECTS

POLARIZATION EFFECTS

Making conductivity measurements in a fluid is made difficult because of errors

due to polarization. Polarization effects arise as a result of processes which occur as a

consequence of applying an electrical potential gradient across a seawater solution. A

discussion of polarization effects in seawater is complicated by the fact that several

related processes act in concert when a potential gradient is established throughout a

body of water. Two different modes of polarization are discussed. Polarization

effects due to charged particles in the solution and polarization effects due to neutrally

charged molecules in the solution. Both modes are active in limiting the capability of

the system to accurately measure the conductivity of seawater. The errors due to

polarization of neutrally charged particles are different than the errors caused by

polarization of charged particles. Probe designs must balance these effects with other

considerations so it is important to know how they effect the measurement of

conductivity.

POLARIZATION EFFECTS DUE TO CHARGED PARTICLES

This polarization effect is due to the interaction between charged particles at the

surface layer of each electrode. In sea water, charged ions are free to move within the

solution when under the influence of an electrical potential. It is the net movement of

these charged particles that exhibit an ohmic (linear) response to the applied

electromotive force (EMF). Conductivity is the measure of how the charge carriers in a

medium are displaced in response to an applied electric potential. With seawater

however, the movement of charge carriers creates a problem. Surface charge

accumulation at the electrodes.
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In the main body of the solution, away from the electrodes, ions are pulled past

each other at rates dependent upon their size, charge, position and distance from the

electrodes (Dera 1992). Because oppositely charged carriers are moving equally in

both directions in response to the applied electric potential there is no net accumulation

of charge carriers due to their movement within the body of the solution. At the

surface of the electrodes however, a substantial charge segregation occurs. Positive

ions are drawn around the negative electrode surface at the same time negatively

charged ions are repelled away from that electrode surface. This creates a substantial

charge gradient at the surface of the electrode. In a similar fashion, an opposite process

involving negative ions establishes a potential gradient at the positive electrode, Figure

A. 1. The thickness of these layers of accumulated charge is microscopically thin, but

they can quickly develop enough electrical potential to drive electron-transfer reactions

at the electrode surface. The electron-transfer reactions are called Faradaic effects and

are non-linear, varying as a function of the chemical composition of the solution,

chemical composition of the electrode and the electrical potential applied (Reilley

1963).

So charged particle polarization results from separation effects of ions due to

their migration in an electrical field and the alteration of the chemical composition of

the solution near the electrodes. To see how this effects the measurement of

conductivity consider an electric circuit with a 50 ohm resistor in series with an applied

source of FMF. When a dc electric current flows through the solid resistance electrons

enter one end of the resistor and exit the other in equal numbers with the value of

resistance controlling how much current flows in the circuit. Now open the circuit and

insert two electrodes immersed in seawater in series with the resistor, the resistance of

the seawater becomes part of the electrical circuit, Figure 3. Tn this circuit the

impedance of the seawater will reduce the flow of electrons in the electrical circuit.

Within the seawater there is practically no electron flow between the electrodes.

Instead there is a migration of charged molecules towards the electrodes, Figure A. 1.

Cations move towards the negative electrode and anions move towards the positive

electrode. The movement of these charged particles in response to the applied EMF
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is a function of the conductivity of the fluid medium and has been proven to be ohmic

(linear). Notice however that this general migration of charge carriers quickly results in

charge accumulations at the surface of each electrode, Figure A. 1. Soon the negative

electrode is surrounded by cations while the positive electrode is surrounded by anions.

These small cells of potential difference at the surface of each electrode oppose the

applied EMF and reduce the amount of current flow in the circuit by reducing the

potential gradient across the body of the seawater between the electrodes. Figure A.2

shows an electrical schematic representation of the polarization effect. In an electric

circuit each electrode behaves as if it consisted of a small time dependent voltage

source connected in series with the resistance of the solution. The magnitude of this

voltage increases as charge carriers accumulate at the surface of the electrode. This

electrode error voltage is opposite in polarity to the applied EMF. Because it is a

function of the accumulation of a large number of displaced charge carriers, the

electrode error voltage increases with time. The increase in electrode error voltage

resembles the voltage increase across a charging capacitor. For a step function input,

the error voltage increases rapidly at first then slows to become asymptotic to a

constant value. The electrical circuit model for the electrode process is a capacitor with

a resistor in parallel. The resistor represents the current due to Faradaic effects

(electron-transfer reactions) and the capacitor represents the charge segregation effect.

The value of electrode polarization capacitance is proportional to the electrode surface

area and is also a function of the magnitude of the applied voltage (Reilley 1963).

In response to an applied EMF there is at first a rapid change in potential across

the boundary of the electrodes. Figure A.3 shows such a circuit an instant after the

switch was closed and current started to flow. There is not yet an accumulation of ions

at the electrodes so the voltage drop across the electrodes will be due entirely to the

flow of charge carriers (assume the shunt capacitance due to neutral particle

polarization effects described in the next section is negligible and that the rate of

electron-transfer reactions is very much slower than the rate of accumulation of ions at

the electrode surface). If the voltage across the two electrodes, 1.7 14 volts, and the

current flowing in the circuit, 5.71 ma, are measured, the resistance of the seawater
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solution can be calculated to be 300 ohms. The conductivity of the solution can be

calculated from the resistance of the solution and the known probe geometry. This

works in Figure A.3 because no electrode polarization error voltages are yet evident at

the electrodes. All 5.71 ma of current flowing in the circuit is involved in moving

charge carriers within the seawater.

Figure A.4 shows the situation a few instants later. By this time enough charge

segregation has occurred to create a 0.4 volt error voltage at each electrode. These

error voltages cannot be measured directly in a two electrode system. All that can be

measured is the 1.829 volts across the electrodes and the 3.429 ma current flow through

the circuit. With these numbers the resistance of the seawater is calculated to be 533.4

ohms! The error voltages at the electrodes have reduced the voltage available to drive

current through the entire circuit. This reduces the current to 3.429 ma which reduces

the voltage drop across the seawater to 1.029 volts. The 1.029 volts divided by 3.429

ma yields 300 ohms for the resistance of the seawater. As the electrode error voltage

builds up it acts to oppose the applied EMF of the external electric circuit and the

remaining charge carriers in the seawater are attracted with a decreasing potential

gradient. This reduces the displacement rate of the ions in solution and slows their

accumulation rate at the electrodes. In a two electrode probe system it is not possible

to measure the voltage drop across the seawater separate from the electrode

polarization error effects. If the conductivity measurement is taken immediately after

closing the switch the error due to electrode error voltages can be reduced.

POLARIZATION EFFECTS DUE TO NEUTRALLY CHARGED
PARTICLES

In a solution molecules with no net electrical charge will also react to the presence

of an electric field. The neutral particles are not moved toward the electrodes by the

applied potential, instead the seawater acts as a dielectric material between the two

electrodes. There are two different effects types of neutrally charged particle
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polarization, induced dipole polarization effects and permanent dipole polarization

effects. The neutrally charged particle polarization effects manifest themselves as a

shunt capacitance in parallel with the resistance of the body of seawater between the

electrodes, Figure A.2. These effects act separately and in a manner different from the

electrode error voltages due to charged particle polarization described above.

Neutral Particles With a Temporary Dipole Moment (Induced Dipole
Polarization)

In the presence of an electric field the electronic structure of a neutrally charged

atom as being a positively charged nucleus surrounded by a cloud of negative electrons

becomes distorted. The cloud of electrons is drawn toward the plus potential while the

positively charged nucleus is drawn toward the minus potential. This will impart a

slight dipole moment to the atom because the time averaged center of negative charge

(electron cloud) will be offset from the time averaged positive (nucleus) position.

These induced dipole moments will last only as long as the applied electric field. The

time period to establish such an induced dipole given a sufficient voltage gradient is on

the order of 1016 second (Purcell 1985). This rapid response is because there is only

relative movement between the electron cloud and the nucleus of the atom required to

establish the dipole.

Neutral Particles with a Permanent Dipole Moment (Permanent Dipole
Polarization)

A water molecule has a permanent dipole moment even in the absence of an

applied electric field. This is because it is bent in the middle with the two 0-H axes

making an angle of about 105° with one another. It is the permanent dipole nature of

H20 molecules that gives water its high dielectric strength. In a non-polar particle, an

applied electrical field will induce a slight dipole moment. In a polar substance like
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water the dipoles are already present, however they are pointing in random directions

Molecules with permanent electric dipole moments respond to an electric field by

trying to line up parallel to it. Due to thermal agitation only an average ofone

molecule of water in 10,000 might actually align. This however is sufficient to

considerably enhance the dielectric strength of water. The response time for a water

molecule to align itself to a changing electric field is approximately 10.11 second

(Purcell 1985). This longer response time is because the entire molecule must rotate

and align itself parallel to the applied electric field.

Effects of Neutral Particle Polarization

The neutrally charged particle polarization dielectric effect stores the initial burst

of energy provided by the applied EMF. Energy supplied from the source the instant

after the switch is closed is used to configure these dielectric dipole elements instead of

being available to move charged particles in the solution. The initial current from the

source is effectively 'shunted through' the capacitance created by the electrodes and the

dielectric properties of the water. As this shunt capacitance charges up it steals

progressively less current away from the task of moving the charge carriers in the

solution until finally most of the current from the source is engaged in moving charge

carriers. The magnitude of shunt capacitance will control the period of time it takes to

align the dipole fields in the seawater. The shunt capacitance increases with increasing

surface area of the electrodes and decreased separation of the electrodes. The

polarization due to neutrally charged particles sets the upper limit on how high an

excitation frequency can be used with a given probe.
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APPENDIX B SCHEMATIC - THERMISTER ELECTRONICS
CIRCUIT BOARD
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APPENDIX C SCHEMATIC - PRESSURE ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT
BOARD
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APPENDIX D SCHEMATIC - CONDUCTIVITY ELECTRONICS
CIRCUIT BOARD
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APPENDIX E SCHEMATIC - FILTER ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT
BOARD
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LSensor

1(1)

Conductivity Electronics I

Circuit Board I Chameleoi
(6) L_1

I Pressure
I1prfrnnir

Static Thermistor
Pressure Temperature
Sensor Sensor

(2) (4)

Chameleon Chameleon
Thermistor Acceleromet

s Electronics Electronics

Analog Mother Board

h1)
Ix Axis Accelerometer

12)
Y Axis Accelerometer

(3)
I Z Axis Accelerometer

'I I I 1(10) I I

Filter Electronics

1(8) I
I I

Circuit Board
I I

Analog Power
I

EM! Feedthru Fltrs

4) (13)
(14) A/D Convertor One IA/D Convertor Two

Computer_Mother_Board
Analog
Power (15)

lL
Computer

Power 486 CPU Card I
Video II

I lEitherNet Cardi
}ficrosoar
TestBd_ Monitor Card Connector

-

(21) 1

(26) I

(20) (7)
II I(18)

(19)
I

I

I

(26)
I

I

12 Gigabyte JDEI 12 Gigabyte IDEI
Keyboard (7)

(26)
I

JI

Single Point Gnd Hard Disk Hard Disk
RS232 Corn I

I
(25) 1

(27) 1RS232 Opto Isolator
I (29)

i

RS232 Corn 2 (25)
I

(28)
1RS232 Opto Isolator

(29) I(25)
(25) I

I
(29)

]S97CBLO0.DWG (25)
MODAPS08/15/97 Figure K. 1 Microsoar Cabling Diagram Interface
Connector

Ut



9

9
0
0
-I

9
eD

Probe Out J7:1

Probe Rtn J7:2
EGND J7:3

Conductivity Board
Plug: Digikey WM2OO1-ND

Figure K.2

1 .DWG

08/15/97

Inner Electrode

Outer Electrode

Russian Conductivity
Probe
Wires connected directly to probe

Microsoar Cable Harness 1



9

9
0
Cl,
0
1

(D

RCV Pressure (A) JX:1
White

+RCV Pressure (B) JX:2
Green

EXC Pressure (C) JX:3
Red

+EXC Pressure (D) JX:4
Black

EGND JX:5
S97CBLQ2.DWG

08/15/97Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2003ND

Static Pressure
Probe
Wires connected
Directly to Probe

Figure K.3 Microsoar Cable Harness 2



9

9
0
0
9

Common (A) JX:1
1 1

Green

Signal Reference (B) JX:2
White

-1-15 Vdc Pwr (C) JX:3
Red

Signal Output (0) JX:4
Blue

EGND JX:5
S97CBLO3 .DWG

08/15/97
Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2003ND

Z Axis Accelerometer

Wires connected
Directly to Unit

Figure K.4 Microsoar Cable Harness 3



tJ

0
ti)

0

C)

+Thermistor Sense (A) JX:1

SleeveThermistor Rtn (B) JX:2

S97CBLO4.DWGEGND JX:5
08/15/97

Analog Mother Board Temperature Probe
Plug: Digikey WM2003ND Connector is

Custom built see
Mike Brown for Details

Figure K.5 Microsoar Cable Harness 4

tJ
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0\

0
0
1

+15V J2:1 J8:1 +15V

AGND J2:2 J8:2 AGND

-iSV J2:3 J8:3 -iSV

S97CBLO5.DWG
EGND J2:4

08/15/97
J8:4 EGND

Analog Mother Board Conductivity Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

J3:1 +15V

J3:2 AGMD

J3:3 -iSV

J3:4 EGND

Conductivity Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

Figure K.6 Microsoar Cable Harness 5



eD

1

0
C,)

0

(6)

(I)

C'

0/1 J17:1

AGND J17:2

EGND J17:3

Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2001ND

Figure K.7

J18:1 Fltrd Cond Out

J18:2 AGND

S97CBLO6DWG T j J18:3 EGND02/01/97

Conductivity Board
Plug: Digikey WM2001ND

Microsoar Cable Harness 6
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0
0

EitherNet Card
Plug: RJ-45

Orange

JB:l
JB:2
JB:3
JB:4
JB:5
JB:6
JB:7
JB:8
JB:9
JB:1O
JB: 11
JB:12
JB:13
JB:14
JB:15

JB:16
JB:17
JB:18

JB:19
JB:20

N/c
N/c
Xmit Data Plus
Xmit Data Minus
RCV Data Plus
RCV Data Minus
N/c
N/c
N/C
N/C

VGA Red Signal
VGA Red Return
VGA Green Signal
VGA Green Return
VGA Blue Signal
VGA Blue Return
Horiz Sync Signal
Horiz Sync Return
Vert Sync Signal
Vert Sync Return

Xmit Data Plus pin:1
Xmit Data Minus pin 2

RCV Data Plus pin 3
RCV Data Minus pin 6

Grey
Black
Yellow

S97cBLO7.DWG
connector 08/15/97

Key

Video Monitor Card
Plug: 10 pin ribbon cable

VGA Red Signal pin 1
VGA Red Return pin 2

VGA Green Signal pin 3
VGA Green Return pin 4

VGA Blue Signal pin 5
VGA Blue Return pin 6

Horiz Sync Signal pin 7
I-Ioriz Sync Return pin 8

Vert Sync Signal pin 9
Vert Sync Return pin 1C

Keyboard Serial Data J5:5 JB:21 Keyboard Data I

Keyboard Clock J5:6 JB:22 Keyboard Clock I

Keyboard GND Return J5:7 JB:23 Keyboard Ground I

Keyboard PWR (+5Vdc) J5:8 JB:24 Keyboard PWR (+5VdcIBlack IBattery Minus J5:2
External Battery Microsoar Test. Connector

Violet Internal Interface
Battery Plus J5:9 Plug: 25 Pin Female Sub D

486 CPU Board
10 Pin Ribbon Cable Connector

Figure K.8 Microsoar Cable Harness 7

00



-t

QO

+ 1 5V, Filter 4

AGND, FilLer 5

15V, Filter 6

Chassis

Microsoar Chassis
Wires soldered to Filters
Crimp terminal to shield gnd

Figure K.9

J1:l +15V

J1:2 AGND

Ji:3 iSV

S97C8L08.DWC
08/15/9?

LIJ1:4EGI\EGND

Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

Microsoar Cable Harness B



0
c/i

0

Filter Board Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

Figure K.1O Microsoar Cable Harness 9



clQ

1
eD

-I
0
0

I-

ISOCKT1 J1:1 J15:1 ISOCKT1
ISOGNDI Ji 2 J15:2 ISOGND1
ISOCKT2 J1:3 J15:3 ISOCKT2
ISOGND2 J1:4 J15:4 ISOGND2
FLTR1IN J1:5 J15:5 CHNL 0 OUT

AGND J1:6 J15:6 AGND
FLTR2IN J1:7 J15:7 CHNL 1 OUT

AGND J1:8 J15:8 AGND
FLTR3IN J1:9 J15:9 CHNL 2 OUT

AGND J1:10 J15:10 AGND
FLTR4IN J1:11 J15:11 CHNL 3 OUT

AGND J1:12 J15:12 AGND
FLTR5IN J1:13 J15:13 CHNL 4 OUT

AGND J1:14 J15:14 AGND
THRU1 J1:15 J15:15 CHNL 5 OUT

AGND J1:16 J15:16 AGND
THRU2 J1:17 J15:17 CHNL 6 OUT

AGND J1:1B J15:18 AGND
THRU3 J1:19 J16:19 CHNL 7 OUT

AGND J1:20 J15:20 AGND
20 Conductoi' Ribbon Cable

Filter Board Analog Mother Board
Plug: Newark 89F473? S97CBL1O.DWG Plug: Newark 89F4737

Figure K.11 Microsoar Cable Harness 010



Cl)
0

-

Common (A) JX: 1
Green

Signal Reference (B) JX:2
White

+15 Vdc Pwr (C) JX:3
Red

Signal Output (D) JX:4
Blue

EGND JX:5 S97CBL11.DWG
08/15/97

Analog Mother Board
Plug: Digikey WM2003ND

X Axis Accelerometer
Wires connected
Directly to Unit

Figure K.12 Microsoar Cable Harness 11



1

Cl)0

C)

I

Common (A) JX:1
Green

Signal Reference (B) JX:2 White

+15 Vdc Pwr (C) JX:3 Red

Signal Output (D) JX:4 Blue

EGND JX:5
S97CBL12.DWG

Analog Mother Board 08/15/97

Plug: Digikey WM2003-ND
Y Axis Accelerometer

Wires connected
Directly to Unit

Figure K.13 Microsoar Cable 1-larness 012

C'
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S97CBL13.DWG
08/15/97

I JI (:O 1UL1ç1 oul
1S2-2 I J17:25 ISOGND21S2-3 I N/c

IS1-1 I
J17:24 ISOCKT1 OUT

IS1-2 317:23 ISOGND1
IS1-3 t N/C

TH3-1I J17:22 THRU3 OUT
TH3-21 J17:21 AGND
TH3-3 F N/C

TH2-1I J17:2O THRU2 OUT
TH2-2I 317:19 AGND
TH2-3 F N/C

TH1-lI 317:18 THRU1 OUT
TH1-21 J17:17 AGND
TH1-3F------ N/c

cH5-1I 317:16 CHNL5 OUT
CH5-2I 317:15 AGND
CHS-3F---- N/C

cH4-1I 317:14 CHNL4 OUT
CH4-21 317:13 AGND
cH4-3I----- N/c

DF3-lI J17:12 DIFF3 OUT
DF321 117:11 AGND
DF3-31----- N/C

CH3-1I J17:1O CHNL3 OUT
CH321 J17:9 AGND
cH3-3F----- N/c

DF2-1I 317:8 DIFF2 OUT
DF2-2I J17:7 AGND
DF2-3H N/C

CH2-1I 317:6 CHNL2 OUT
CH2-21 J17:5 AGND
CH2-31------ N/c

DF1-lj J17:4 DIFFI OUT
DF121 J17:3 AGND
DF1-3F-------_N/c

CH1-1I 317:2 CHNL1 OUT
cHl-21 J17:1 AGND
CH1-3}------ N/C

26 Conductor Ribbon Cable
Filter Electronics Board

Computer Mother Board Connectors Plug: Newark 89F4738
Plug: Digikey WM2001N/D

Figure K.14 Microsoar Cable Harness 13

Figure K14 MicroSoar Cable Harness 13



9

9

0
9

9
=

+15V Isolated, Filter 1

Isolated Ground, Filter 2

-15V Isolated, Filter 3

J5:4 +I5VIS

J5:5 ISGND

J5:6 -15VIS

+15V, Filter 4 J5:1 +15V

AGND, Filter 5 J5:2 AGND

-15V, Filter 6 J5:3 -l5V

S97C3L14DWG J5:7 EGND

08/15/97

MicroSoar Chassis Analog Power Board
Wires soldered to Filters Plug: Digikey WM2004ND

Figure K.15 Microsoar Cable Harness 14



-I

C)

+l2Vdc J7:1

Return J7:2

Computer Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2001ND

Figure K.16

S97CBL1 5.DWG

08/15/97

J6:1 +l2Vdc

J6:2 Return

Analog Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2001ND

Microsoar Cable Harness 15



-12V Comp. Out J4:1

12V Comp. Common J4:2
597C5L16.DWG

EGND J4:3 N/c 06/15/97

Analog Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM200 1ND

167

J3:3 -1ZV Comp. Pwr

J3:2 +12V Comp. Common

J3:1 +5V Comp. Common

Computer Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM200 1ND

Crimp terminals to single point ground screws Single Point Ground

Figure K.17 Microsoar Cable Harness 16

Figure K.17 MicroSoar Cable Harness 16



mI

Converter AGND J2:i
I

I

Converter AGND J2.2
S97CBL17.DWG

Loads AGND J2:3 08/15/97

Loads AGND J2:4

Analog Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

Crimp terminals to single
point ground screws Single Point Ground

Figure K.18 Microsoar Cable Harness 17

Figure K.18 MicroSoar Cable Harness 17



EGND J3:1

EGND J3:2

EGND .J3:3

EGND J3:4

Analog Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

Crimp terminals to single
point ground screws

169

S97CBL18.DWG

02/01/97

Single Point Ground

Figure K.19 Microsoar Cable Harness 18

Figure K.19 MicroSoar Cable Harness 18



EGND J6:1

EGND J6:2

EGND J6:3

EGND J6:4

Computer Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2002ND

S97CBL1 9.DWG

08/15/97

170

Crimp terminals to single
point ground screws Single Point Ground

Figure K.20 Microsoar Cable Harness 19

Figure K.20 MicroSoar Cable Harness 19



171

Comp Loads Corn J4:1

Comp Loads Corn J4:2

Comp Loads Corn J4:3

Computer Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM2001ND

Crimp terminals to single
point ground screws

S97C8L20.DWG
08/15/97

Single Point Ground

Figure K.21 Microsoar Cable Harness 20

Figure K.21 MicroSoar Cable Harness 20



=

7

0
(1,
0

rin tiara uisxComputer Power Board Power Connector
Plug: Digikey WM2006ND

Figure K.22 Microsoar Cable Harness 21



e)

0
C,)

0

tD

EGND J5:1 N/c J7:5 -5V

Corn J5:2 J7:1 Common

Corn J5:3 J7:7 Common

Corn J5:4 J7:9 Common

+5V J5:5 J7:2 +5V

+5V J5:6 J7:8 +5V

J7:10 +SV

+12V J5:7 J7:4 +12V

-12V J5:8 J7:6 -12V

S97CBL22.DWG J7:3 key
08/15/97

Compuler Power Board 486 CPU CardPlug: Digikey WM2006ND 10 pin Ribbon Cable

Figure K.23 Microsoar Cable Harness 22



9

e)

9
C)

9

S97CBL23.DWG

08/15/97
AGND JU:1 J8:i AGND INPUT
Vref JU:2 J8:2 VREF'

CHNLO + JU:3 J8:3 CIINLO +
CHNLO JU:4 J8:4 CHNL0
CHNL1 + JU:5 J8:5 CHNL1 +
CHNL1 JU:6 J8:6 CHNL1
CHNL2 + JU:? J8:7 CHNL2 +
CHNL2 JU:8 J8:8 CHNL2
CHNL3 + JU:9 J8:9 CHNL3 +
CHNL3 JU:i0 -_________________________________________________ J8:i0 CHNL3
CHNL4 + JU: ii J8: ii CHNL4 +
CHNL4 JU:12 J8:12 CHNL4
CHNL5 4- JU:13 -------- J8:13 CHNL5 +
CHNL5 JU:14 J8:14 CHNL5
CHNL6 + JU:15 ------- J8:15 CHNL6 +
CHNL6 JU:16 J8:16 CHNL6
CHNL7 + JU:17 J8:17 CHNL7 +
CHNL7 JU:18 J8:18 CHNL7

AGND JU:i9 J8:19 AGND
+15V JU:20 J8:20 4-isv

19 Conductor Ribbon Cable

Analogic 16PC104 Computer Mother Board
A/D Convertor 1 20 Pin A/D Interface
Plug: Newark 89F4740 Plug: Newark 89F4737

Figure K.24 Microsoar Cable Harness 23



0
0

S97CBL24 DWG

08/15/97
AGND JU:1 J8:l AGND INPUT

Vref JU:2 J8:2 VREF
CI-INLO + JU:3 J8:3 CLINLO +
CHNLO JU:4 J8:4 CHNLO
CFINL! + JU:5 J8:5 CI-INL1 +
CI-INL1 JU:6 J8:6 CHNL1 -
CHNL2 + JU:7 J8:7 CHNL2 +
CHNL2 JU:8 J8:8 CHNL2
CHNL3 + JU:9 J8:9 CHNL3 +
CHNL3 JU:l0 J8:10 CHNL3
CHNL4 + JU:11 J8:11 CFINL4 +
CHNL4 JU:12 J8:12 CHNL4
CHNL5 + JU:13 J8:13 CHNL5 +
CHNL5 JU:14 J8:14 CHNL5
CHNL6 + JU:15 J8:15 CHNL6 +
CHNL6 JU:16 J8:16 CHNLG
CHNL7 + JU:17 J8:17 CHNL7 +
CHNL7 JU:18 J8:18 CHNL7

AGND JU:19 J8:19 AGND
+15V JU:20 J8:20 +15V

19 Conductor Ribbon Cable

Analogic 16PC1O4 Computer Mother Board
A/fl Convertor 2 20 pin A/D Inftrface
Plug: Newark 89F4740 Plug: Newark 89F4737

Figure K.25 Microsoar Cable Harness 24
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EGND .12:3

176

+l2Vdc J2:1

Return .12:2

Computer Power Board
Plug: Digikey WMZOO1ND

+l2Vdc .11:1

Return .11:2

1:3

Analog Power Board
Plug: Digikey WM200 1ND

RXD Recieve Data JA:3
TXD Transmit Data JA:2

Signal Ground .JA:7

Microsoar RS232 COM 1
Interface Connector
Plug: Male 25 pin Sub D

RXD Recieve Data JA:3
TXD Transmit Data JA:2

Signal Ground JA:7

Microsoar RS232 COM 2
Interface Connector
Plug: Male 25 pin Sub D

Figure K.26

S97CBL25.DWG
08/15/97

Microsoar Internal Output
Interface Connector
Plug: Male 9 pin Sub D

JX:1 +l2Vdc Input Pwr

JX:2 Power Return

JX:3 RS232 Chnl 1 Rcv
JX:4 RS232 Chnl 1 Xmit
.JX:5 RS232 Chril 1 Common

JX:6 RS232 Chnl 2 Rcv
JX:7 RS232 Chnl 2 Xrriit
.IX:8 RS232 Chnl 2 Common

Microsoar Cable Harness 25

Figure K.26 MicroSoar Cable Harness 25



1

0
0
1

(B

S9 7C BL26 DWG
08/15/97

EitherNet Xmit Plus
EitherNet Xmit Minus

EitherNet RCV Plus
EitherNet RCV Minus

VGA Red Plus
VGA Red RTN

VGA Green Plus
VGA Green RTN
VGA Blue Plus
VGA Blue RTN

Horx Sync Plus
Horx Sync RTN
Vert Sync Plus

Vert Sync RTN

Keyboard Data
Keyboard Clock

Keyboard GND
Keyboard Pwr (+5V)

JB:3
JB:4
JB:5
JB:6

JB:l1
JB:12
JB:13
JB:14
JB:15
JB:16
JB:17
JB:18
JB:19
JB:20

JB:21
JB:22
JB:23
JB:24

JX:3
JX:4
JX:5
JX:6

JX:1l
JX:12
JX:13
JX:14
JX:15
JX:16
JX:17
JX:18
JX:19
JX:20

JX:21
JX:22
JX:23
JX:24

EitherNet Xmit Plus
EitherNet Xmit Minus
EitherNet RCV Plus
EitherNet RCV Minus

VGA Red Signal
VGA Red Return
VGA Green Signal
VGA Green Return
VGA Blue Signal
VGA Blue Return
VGA Horz Sync Signal
VGA Horz Sync Return
VGA Vert Sync Signal
VGA Vert Sync Return

Keyboard Data
Keyboard Clock
Keyboard GND Return
Keyboard Pwr (+5V)

-

Microsoar Test Connector Microsoar Test Connector
Internal Interface
Plug: Male 25 pin Sub D Plug: SeaCon AWP-24S---BC

With 22 gauge wires
and Locking Sleeve
Thread Size: AWP-1-14 UNS-2A

Figure K.2? Microsoar Cable 1-larness 26



00

ci)
C

V)

RXD Recieve Data J3:3

TXD Transmit Data J3:5

Signal Ground J3:9

486 CPU Card
RS232 COM 1
Plug: 10 Pin Ribbon
Cable Connector

Figure K.28

S97CBL27.DWG

08/15/97
Blue
White

Shield

JX:3 RXD Recieve Data

JX:2 TXD Transmit Data

JX:7 Signal Ground

RS232 Opto Isolator 1

25 pin female Sub D Connector

Microsoar Cable Harness 27

00



eD

0

00

I
S97CBLZBDWG

08/15/97
RXD Recieve Data J93 Blue

JX:3 RXD Recieve Data
White

TXD Transmit Data J9:5 JX:2 TXD Transmit Data
Signal Ground J9:9 ---------------------Shield

JX:7 Signal Ground

486 CPU Card
RS232 COM 2 RS232 Opto Isolator 2
Plug: 10 Pin Ribbon 25 pin female Sub D Connector
Cable Connector



r.i
0

r)

1

CM
CM

Input Pwr Plus JA:1 JX:1 Input PWR Plus
Input Pwr Return JA:2 JX:2 Input PWR Return

S97CBL29.DWG
08/15/97

RXD Recieve Data JA:3 JX:3 RS232 Chnl 1 Rcv
TXD Transmit Data JA:4 JX:4 RS232 Chnl 1 Xmit

Signal Ground JA:5 JX:5 RS232 Chnl 1 Common

RXD Recieve Data JA:6 JX:6 RS232 Chnl 2 Rev
TXD Transmit Data JA:7 JX:7 RS232 Chnl 2 Xmit

Signal Ground JA:8 JX:8 RS232 Chnl 2 Common

Mierosoar Internal Output Microsoar OutputInterface Connector Interface ConnectorPlug: Male 9 pin Sub D

Plug: SeaCon TIE3D

Figure K.30 Microsoar Cable Harness 29

00



CD

0
0

CD

C)

CD

B
C-

CD

Microsoar Cable Harness 29

Microsoar Cable Harness 30

T0MODAPS _________

S97CBLEX.DWG
2 Meters

08/15/97

0.5 meter wires

--- ----- 50 Meters

Microsoar Cable Ha

Microsoar Cable Harness 32

To VGA Monitor

_- 0.25 Meters H 0.5 meters -H

Microsoar Cable Harness 26

To AT style Keyboard Cable Length 0.25 Meters

Figure K.31 Microsoar External Cabling Assemblies

C

E

0,
C

Cs
0
0,
0
(C

00



9
C
C,)
C
9

9

(I)

tJ

Molded Splice Point
S97CBL30.DWG

08/15/97 JX:1 Input PWR Plus

JX:2 Input PWR Return
_______- JX:3 RS232 Chnl 1 Rev

Wires from pins 1

through 8 are to be [Chnl1iiJ_ JX:4 RS232 Chnl 1 Xmit
extended on 0.5 meter

1 r32CTJCoi1 JX:5 RS232 Chal 1 Cornpigtails of 1N2T cable
with RMAMP plugs. [i2J_-_-_-- JX:6 RS232 Chnl 2 Rev

I [Chn12iii1 JX:7 RS232 Chnl 2

- JX:8 RS232 Chnl 2 Corn

Microsoar Interface ConnectorCable with 18 gauge 8 conductor
SO cable. Length to be 2 meters. Plug: SeaCon

Locking S'eeve: SeaCon

Figure K.32 Microsoar Cable Harness 30

00



S

(I)
0
5

S

50 meter 4 TSP EitherNet Cable

RJ-45 connector 1 RED
BLK 1)i

JX:1 Open
JX:2 Open

EitherNet Xmit Plus JB:1 WilT GRN JX:3 EitherNet Xmit Plus
EitherNet Xmit Minus JB:2 Ill BLU IYI .- JX:4 EitherNet Xmit Minus

EitherNet RCV Plus JB:3 ORNG JX:5 Eitherl'Jet RCV PluserNetRCVMinusJB:6L YEL
JYJ JX:6 EitherNet RCV MinusM ORNG 14 .- JX:7 OpenYEL
IYI s JX:8 Open
LE1A

GND Water Proof Cable Splices

VGA Red Plus JE:1 WilT V
JX: 11 VGA Red Signal

VGA Red RTN JE:2 BLK JX:12 VGA Red Return
VGA Green Plus JE:3 RED JX:13 VGA Green Signal
VGA Green RTN JE:4 ORNG !X:14 VGA Green Return
VGA Blue Plus JE:5 BLU JX:15 VGA Blue Signal
VGA Blue RTN JE:6 WHT/BLK

: X:16 VGA Blue Return
Horx Sync Plus JE:7 RED/BLK JX:17 VGA Horz Sync Signal
l-lorx Sync RTN JE:8 GRN/BLK JX:l8 VGA Horz Sync Return
Vert Sync Plus JE:9 ORNG/BLI< JX:19 VGA Vert Sync Signal
Vert Sync RTN JE:lO BLU/BLK JX:2O VGA Vert Sync Return

S97CBL31DWG Keyboard Data JE:1l BLK/WUT
GRN/WHT

TX:21 Keyboard Data
08/15/97 Keyboard Clock JE:12 JX:22 Keyboard Clock

Keyboard GND JE:13 RED/WHT IX23 Keyboard GND Return
Keyboard Pwr (+5V) JE:14 BLU/WHT : JX:24 Keyboard Pwr (+5V)

Thermistor (+\ JE:15 BLK/RED IX:09 Thermistor (+)
Thermistor JE:16 GRN JX:lO Thermistor (-)

0.5 meter cable
Monitor and Keyboard Microsoar Download
Interface Connector Connector

Plug: Seacon AWOl6GFS Plug: SeaCon AWP-24MP
With AWP-FLS Locking Sleeve With AWP-MLS Locking Sleeve
3 ft 18 guage SO
Dummy Connector: AWP-16MP-D

Figure K33 Microsoar Cable Harness 31
00



0
0

VGA Red Plus JE:1
VGA Red RTN JE:2

VGA Green Plus .JE:3
VGA Green RTN JE:4

VGA Blue Plus JE:5
VGA Blue RTN JE:6

Horx Sync Plus JE:7
Horx Sync RTN JE:8
Vert Sync Plus JE:9
Vert Sync RTN JE:10

Microsoar Video Monitor
Interface Connector
Plug: 15 Pin VGA

Keyboard Data JE:l1
Keyboard Clock JE:12

Keyboard GND JE:13
Keyboard Pwr (+5V) JE:14

Microsoar Keyboard
Interface Connector
Plug: 5 Pin DIN Female

Thermistor (+) JE:15
Thermistor (-) JE:16

Radio Shack
Digital Thermometer

I TURO ORNG

Figure K.34

S97CBL32. DWG
08/15/97

JE:1 VGA Red Plus
JE:2 VGA Red RTN
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With AWPMLS Locking Sleeve

Microsoar Cable Flarness 32
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Appendix L Conductivity System Performance Calculations

Condcalc.mcd

This appendix compares calculated values to the actual measured performance of the
Microsoar Conductivity System consisting of the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Boaz
and the Filter Electronics Circuit Board for the Microsoar spring cruise 1997
configuration.

Twenty measurements were taken at the output of the conductivity board (Vcond) and t
output of the filter board Vftr) with input resistances (Rin) between 200 and 460 ohms.

x 1 .. 20
Rin Vcond Vftr

meas

200 -2.0116 -12.952

210 -1.7061 -11.978

220 -1.4221 -9.994

230 -1.1575 -8.130

240 -0.9137 -6.421

250 -0.6839 -4.808

260 -0.4710 -3.312

270 -0.2716 -1.9128

280 0.085 0.603

284 0.000 0.006

290 0.0947 0.655 1

300 0.261 1.824

320 0.5675 3.972

340 0.8440 5.913

360 1.0921 7.653

380 1.3163 9.226

400 1.5234 10.679

420 1.7103 11.989

440 1.8839 12.963

460 2.0416 12.962
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Function defming input resistance: measR(x) meas1

Function defining input conductance (reciprocal of resistance): measC (x)
1

meas1

Function defining measured conductivity board output Voltage: measVc(x) := meas2

Function defining measured filter board output voltage: measVfx) meas3

2.5

2

1.5

C

> measvc(x)
C.

C

-0.5

-1

-1.5

-2

-2.5

Cond. Bd Meas. Output Volts I Resistance

measR(x)
Measured Input Resistance in Ohms

)0

Figure L.1 Conductivity Board Output Voltage as a function of
input resistance
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Cond. Bd Meas. Output Volt I Conductance

measC(x)
Measured Input Conductance in Mhos

o5

Figure L.2 Conductivity Board Measured Output Voltage as a
function of input conductance



Conductivity System Response Calculations:

To calculate the voltage gain of the conductivity electronics system multiply the output
the bridge times the gain of the succeeding stages. The expression for the bridge outpu
is explained below and in Figure L.3.

The oscillator stage applies a 2 volt p-p input, yin, to the bridge. The opamp in the
bridge circuit acts to keep the voltage at its input terminals equal. The three bridge
resistors Ri, R2 and R3 are each 50 ohms and can be represented by the variable R.
The input resistance (or probe resistance) is represented by Rp. In Figure L.3
expressions for Vi and V2 are set equal to each other and the resulting expression is
solved for Eo, the output voltage of the bridge when both inputs to the opamp are equal

Bridge(x) = Eo Vin := 2

Vin (measR(x) 50)
Bndge(x)

2.(measR(x) 50)

The rest of the conductivity system has the following gains:

100 kHz Gain Stage = AcGainStage

AcGainStage 4

Unity Gain Active Rectifier and Conductivity Buffer Amplifier = OutputGainStage

OutputGainStage:= 5.14

Total Gain for the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board = CondBdGain

CondBdGain := AcGainStageOutputGainStage

Filter Input Buffer Amplifier = FltrinputGainStage

FltrinputGainStage := 6.99

Filter Output Buffer Amplifier = FltrOutputGainStage

FltrOutputGainStage:= 1

Total Gain for the Filter Electronics Circuit Board = FltrBdGain

FltrBdGain FltrinputGainStageFltrOutputGainStage

The output voltage of the Conductivity system as a function of input resistance,
CalcVout(x), is given by the following expression:

CalcVoul(x) Bridge (x).CondBdGainFltrBdGain
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V1=Vin( R +Eo\\ R+RJ

Active Bridge

V2

Probe
Hp

Ri = R2 = R3

V2=Vin(\\Rp+R

Because the opamp functions to maintain Vi = V2

/ RVin( +Eo / RpVin(
Rp+R

Eo =
Vin(Rp R)

2(Rp + H)

Figure L.3 Conductivity System Active Bridge Circuit
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Figure L.4 Active Bridge Output Voltage as a function of input conductance

Ct

0
>

U

0
>
C.

0

10(

CaIcVoul(x)

measVi(x) 5(

-5(1

Comparison of Cond. Sys. Meas / Caic

measC(x)

Measured Input Conductance in Mhos

Figure L.5 Calculated Conductivity System Output Voltage and Measured
Conductivity System Output Voltage as a function of input conductance (without
dc bias offset correction)
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The above calculations did not account for the bias adjustment that is fed into the
Conductivity Buffer Amplifier. This will be accounted for by subtracting a constant
(obtained by trial and error) from the calculated output value and shifting the calculated
output value until it overlaps the measured output curve.

CalcVoutb(x) CalcVout(x) 100.75

15

10

CO

0
5

0

CalcVoutb(x)

measVf(x)

0

0.

0 -5

-10

-15

Comparison of Cond. Sys. Meas / Caic

measC(x)
Measured Input Condance in Mhos

)05

Figurge L.6 Calculated Conductivity System Output Voltage and Measured
Conductivity System Output Voltage as a fuction of input conductance - Spring
Cruise 1997 Configuration
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Appendix M Conductivity System Frequency Response Calculations and Tests

newfltr0.mcd

The following analysis calculates the total conductivity system frequency response.
The only stage with op amp compensation circuits is the Conductivity Buffer Amplifier
at the output of the absolute value circuit.

The frequency compensation associated with the absolute value circuit and its
attendant output buffer is calculated as follows:

The absolute value circuit is a unity gain circuit with a very low value of capacitance in
the feedback circuit. It is followed up by a buffer amplifier with a 100 pf compensation
capacitor. First, from measurements made on the bread board, the gain of the
rectifier/buffer stage is -5.14 at a frequency of .2 Hz. Working backwards from the gai
formula for the inverting amplifier, compute the equivalent value of input resistance th
is represented by the active rectifier:

Rfr = feedback resistor in the rectifier/buffer amplifier
Rir = the input resistance represented by the ac rectifier
Avr = dc gain of the rectifier/buffer stage
Rfrr(f) = frequency dependent feedback resistance in the rectifier/buffer amplifier
Avrr(f) = frequency dependent gain of the rectifier/buffer stage

The fast AID converter samples at 2000 Hz so the frequency response analysis is run
from 2 to 2000 Hz.

Let fbe a range from 2 Hz to 2000 Hz:

It1iP1IIIIISII]

Rir 3.891-10

Avr -5.14

f:= 2,4..2000

Cr .000i0i06 Rir :=

Avr

Rfr

Rfrr(f)
2itfCr

Rfr
2itf Cr

Avrr(f) -Rfrr(f)
Rectfltr(f)

Avrr(f)
Rir

Rir)
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Recfflt

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Cond. Buffer Amplifer Frequency Response

10 100 110
f

Frequency in Hz

1

Figure M.1 Frequency Response of Absolute Value Circuit / Conductivity
Buffer Amplifier
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The conductivity buffer amplifier above is the only frequency susceptible stage
significantly affecting the output of the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board in the
frequency range from 2 to 2000 Hz..

Condbd(f)

I-

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Condbd(f) Rectfitr(f)

Freq. Response of Cond. Electr. Ckt. Bd.

1 10 100

f

Frequency in Hz

Figure M.2 Frequency Response of the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board
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Next the effect of the Filter Circuit Board is calculated:

The conductivity signal is passed from the conductivity buffer amplifier on the
Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board through the Analog Mother Board (where no
signal processing takes place) to one of the filter channels on the Filter Electronics
Circuit Board. On the Filter Electronics Circuit Board it is passed through a Filter
Input Buffer Amplifier into an 8 Pole Butterworh Low Pass Filter and then through a
Filter Output Buffer Amplifier. The Filter Input Buffer Amplifier is set to a gain of
-6.99. At the output of the Filter Output Buffer Amplifier the signal is split. One Part
is presented to the input of the Differentiator Stage while the other part is routed off the
Filter Electronics Circuit Board to a fast A/D converter channel. The following is an
analysis of the frequency response of these electronics.

The Buffer frequency compensation components are as follows:

Rfl is the value of the feedback resistor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Rf2 is the value of the feedback resistor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Rf3 is the value of the feedback resistor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
Rfb 1(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Filter Input
Buffer.
Rfb2(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Filter Output
Buffer.
Rfb3(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Differentiator
Output Buffer.
Cfl is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Cfl is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Cfl is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
Rifi is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Rif2 is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Rif3 is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
f is the frequency applied to the gain stage.
Avfl(f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier.
Avf2(f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Filter Output Buffer Amplifier.
Avf3(f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Differentiator Buffer.

The fast A/D converter samples at 2000 Hz so the frequency response analysis is run frorr
2 to 2000 Hz.

Let.f be a range from 2 Hz to 2000 Hz:

For the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier:

CII 0.0001.106 Rifi 10000
1 Rfl

Rfbl(f)
2mfCfl

Rfl
2irfCf1

f:= 2,4.. 2000

Rfl 69900

Avfl(f)
RIbl(f)

Rifi



The effect of the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier will be calculated first:

To characterize the frequency response calculate a frequency dependent gain stage that
multiplied times the input voltage at each frequency to determine the output. The dc ga
of the circuit (-Rfl fRifl) will be used as a reference.

F1trout1(

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Fltroutl(f)
Avfl (f)

Rifl)

Fltr. Input Buff. Ampflr. Freq. Response

Figure M.3 Frequency Response Curve of Filter Input Buffer Amplifier
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The frequency response of the Filter Output Buffer Amplifer is calculated next:

Cf2 o.000i-ici6 Rif2 10000 Rf2 := 10000

1
Rf2

Rfb2(f)
2itfCf2

Avf2(f)
Rfb2(f)

Rf2 1 Rif2

2itfCf2

To characterize the frequency response calculate a frequency dependent gain stage that is
multiplied times the input voltage at each frequency to determine the output. The dc gair
of the circuit (-Rf2/Rif2) will be used as a reference.

Fltrout2(f) :=
Avf2(f)

i.2
Rif2

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

F1trout2(
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Fltr. Output Buff Ampflr. Freq. Respons

I -'-+-++H-----+-{--H----- IIIII I 1111
1 10 100

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure M.4 Frequency Response Curve of Filter Output Buffer Amplifier
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The Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier will be the same as the Filter Output
Buffer Amplifier because it uses the same component values.

0.9

0.8

0.7

Fltrout3(f)

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

Fltrout3(f) Fltrout2(f)

Figure M.5 Frequency Response of the Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier
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The effect of the 8 pole butterworth filter can calculated as follows
fc = corner frequency

fc 1000

Wpl(fc) 2ir.(1.000000).fc

Wp2(fc) := 2ir(1.000000)fc

Wp3(fc) := 2it(1.000000)fc

Wp4(fc) 2ic.(1.000000)fc

o(f) 2irf
s(f) :=j o(f)

Qi 0.509796

Q2 0.601345

Q3 0.899976

Q4 2.562915

Terml(fc) Wpl(fc)2Wp2(fc)2.Wp3(fc)2Wp4(fc)2

Te2(S) := (S2 S.WP1 Wp1(fc)2)
Qi

Te3(S) (S2 Wp2(fc) Wp2(fC)2)
Q2

Te4(S) (S2 Wp3(fc) wP3(fC)2)
Q3

TermS(S) := (S2 5Wp4 Wp4(fc)2)
Q4

Termi (fc)Fl(s)
Term2(S)Term3(S).Term4(S) .Term5(S)

H1(x) [(Im(H(S(f))))2 + (Re(H(S(f))))2]5



H1(S(f))
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Freq. Response 8 pole Low Pass Fltr

0 500 1000 1500 2000

f

Frequency in Hz

Figure M.6 Frequency Response of 1000 Hz, 8 pole, Low Pass, Butterworth
Filter



The transfer function for the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier, the 8 Pole Butterworth
Low Pass Filter with fc at 1000 Hz, and the Filter Output Buffer Amplifier is
calculated as follows::

Fltrbdcondout(f) Fltroutl(f)Fltrout2(f) H1 (S(f))

Fltrbdcondoul(f)

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Freq. Response of FItr. EIec.tr. Ckt. Bd

1 10 100 iio4
f

Frequency in Hz

Figure M.7 Frequency Response Curve for Conductivity Filter Channel of Filter
Electronics Circuit Board
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The combined effects of frequency compensation and filtering on both the
Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board and the Filter Circuit Board is calculated a
follows:

TotCond(f) Fltrbdcondout(f) .Condbd(f)

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

TotCond(f)

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Figure M.8 Frequency Response of the Total Conductivity System



A correction term is calculated that can be multiplied times the output at a specific
frequency in order to correct the frequency response.

CondCorrection(f)
TotCond(f)

Figure M.9 Frequency Response Correction Curve for Total Conductivity
System
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Finally if we add the effect of the Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier we can
calculate the frequency response of the Total dC/dt circuit (without the effects of the
actual differentiation).

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

Diffconf)

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Diffcond(f) := TotCond(f) Fltrout3 (f)

Freq. Response of Total dC/dt Sys.

Figure M.1O Frequency Response of entire Conductivity Differentiator signal
path
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The frequency correction function to apply to the derivative conductivity data is
calculated as follows:

DiffcondCorrection(f)
Diffcond(f)

Figure M.11 Frequency Response Correction Curve for Total dC/dt System
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Microsoar Conductivity Electronics Frequency Response Circuit
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Conductivity System Frequency Response Test Results

The circuit in Figure M. 12 was built to generate test frequencies to be applied to the
Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board. This circuit was connected to a Conductivity
Circuit and the output voltage of the signal generator adjusted to 0.7 volt peak to peak.
The output frequency of the signal generator was adjusted from 5 Hz to 7,000 Hz. A
digital voltmeter was used to read the value of the output frequency from the signal
generator and the dc voltage output from the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board ax
the Filter Electronics Circuit Board. In the table below column 1 is the frequency froir
the signal generator, column 2 is the rms voltage at pin J7: 1 of the Conductivity
Electronics Circuit Board, column 3 is the dc voltage output at pin J 18:1 of the
Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board, column 4 is the dc voltage output at pin J17:2
of the Filter Electronic Circuit Board, colunm 5 is the Conductivity Electronics Circuit
Board output voltage corrected to a nominal 4 volt peak to peak probe input voltgae an
column 6 is the Filter Electronics Circuit Board output corrected to a nominal 4 volt
peak to peak probe input voltage.

Test := READPRN(condtst2)

Z 1 .. 74

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

4.9 4.025 0.9755 6.83500 0.98160 6.87772

10.0 4.000 0.9770 6.84500 0.97700 6.84500

15.1 4.000 0.9776 6.84900 0.97760 6.84900

20.0 4.009 0.9776 6.84600 0.97980 6.86140

25.2 4.000 0.9778 6.85100 0.97780 6.85100

30.2 4.003 0.9787 6.85700 0.97943 6.86214

34.9 4.006 0.9791 6.86000 0.98057 6.87029

40.2 4.003 0.9787 6.85700 0.97943 6.86214

50.3 4.003 0.9785 6.85600 0.97923 6.86114

60.1 4.009 0.9800 6.86500 0.98221 6.88045

70.0 4.015 0.9813 6.87600 0.98498 6.90179

80.2 4.003 0.9788 6.85800 0.97953 6.863 14

90.1 4.003 0.9792 6.85900 0.97993 6.86414

100.1 4.003 0.9790 6.85900 0.97973 6.86414

124.9 4.004 0.9796 6.86200 0.98058 6.86886

150.3 4.004 0.9798 6.86300 0.98078 6.86986
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

175.2 4.000 0.9789 6.86000 0.97890 6.86000

200.1 4.009 0.9804 6.86800 0.98261 6.88345

224.9 4.004 0.9788 6.85600 0.97978 6.86286

249.6 4.001 0.9782 6.85100 0.97844 6.85271

299.3 4.001 0.9774 6.84500 0.97764 6.84671

350.9 4.001 0.9770 6.84100 0.97724 6.84271

400.4 4.002 0.9764 6.83600 0.97689 6.83942

450.8 4.002 0.9759 6.83100 0.97639 6.83442

500.1 4.003 0.9752 6.82500 0.97593 6.83012

550.1 4.003 0.9743 6.82000 0.97503 6.82512

599.2 4.003 0.9735 6.81400 0.97423 6.81911

649.6 4.003 0.9729 6.80800 0.97363 6.81311

702.2 4.003 0.9717 6.79300 0.97243 6.79809

749.7 4.003 0.9708 6.76800 0.97153 6.77308

801.0 4.003 0.9703 6.70800 0.97103 6.71303

850.4 4.003 '0.9691 6.55800 0.96983 6.56292

899.6 4.003 0.9682 6.25100 0.96893 6.25569

950.0 4.003 0.9666 5.66800 0.96732 5.67225

1000.1 4.002 0.9651 4.81600 0.96558 4.81841

1051.0 4.002 0.9644 3.79400 0.96488 3.79590

1102.2 4.002 0.9627 2.83200 0.96318 2.83342

1151.4 4.001 0.9612 2.07500 0.96144 2.07552

1199.8 4.000 0.9594 1.53700 0.95940 1.53700

1249.2 4.000 0.9576 1.11900 0.95760 1.11900

1300.2 4.000 0.9560 0.82100 0.95600 0.82100

1350.4 4.002 0.9548 0.60900 0.95528 0.60930

1400.0 4.002 0.9528 0.45700 0.95328 0.45723

1449.3 4.001 0.9507 0.34600 0.95094 0.34609

1501.5 4.000 0.9485 0.25900 0.94850 0.25900

1550.1 4.000 0.9466 0.19800 0.94660 0.19800

1605.0 4.001 0.9446 0.15200 0.94484 0.15204

1651.1 4.001 0.9429 0.12000 0.94314 0.12003



(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1702.4 4.002 0.9409 0.09440 0.94137 0.09445

1799.8 4.000 0.9361 0.06032 0.93610 0.06032

1903.8 4.001 0.9323 0.03845 0.93253 0.03846

1998.5 4.004 0.9284 0.02585 0.92933 0.02588

2093.0 4.004 0.9240 0.01782 0.92492 0.01784

2200.9 4.007 0.9194 0.01207 0.92101 0.01209

2307.5 4.009 0.9140 0.00835 0.91606 0.00837

2403.9 4.008 0.9090 0.00623 0.91082 0.00624

2496.0 4.008 0.9039 0.00482 0.9057 1 0.00483

2605.3 4.008 0.8980 0.00382 0.89980 0.00383

2698.1 4.009 0.8929 0.00324 0.89491 0.00325

2799.5 4.008 0.8872 0.00300 0.88897 0.00301

2809.3 4.008 0.8809 0.00278 0.88266 0.00279

2925.7 4.008 0.8799 0.00280 0.88166 0.00281

2997.6 4.009 0.8754 0.00273 0.87737 0.00274

3212.3 4.008 0.8628 0.00270 0.86453 0.00271

3494.1 4.007 0.8453 0.00250 0.84678 0.00250

3750.3 4.007 0.8293 0.00250 0.83075 0.00250

4030.7 4.006 0.8113 0.00340 0.81252 0.00341

4256.5 4.005 0.7969 0.00245 0.79790 0.00245

4495.1 4.004 0.7815 0.00251 0.78228 0.00251

4996.4 3.998 0.7490 0.00307 0.74863 0.00307

5515.0 3.999 0.7172 0.00345 0.71702 0.00345

6002.3 4.006 0.6881 0.02450 0.68913 0.02454

6505.2 4.003 0.6572 0.00260 0.65769 0.00260

7028.7 4.000 0.6222 0.00295 0.62220 0.00295

TestFre4z) Tes
z,1

TestConz) Tes
z,5

TestInputz) Teç,2

TestCondF1z) Test
z, 6

211
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Graph the normalized output of the Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board as a function
of the frequency applied.
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Figure M.13 Conductivity Circuit Board Measured Frequency Response,
normalized output of Conductivity Electronics Circuit Board



Figure M.14 Conductivity System Measured Frequency Response, normalized
output of Filter Electronics Circuit Board
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APPENDIX N FILTER BOARD FREQUENCY RESPONSE ERROR
CALCULATIONS
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Appendix N: Filter Board Frequency Response Error Calculations

S97FLTR1 .mcd

This appendix calculates the frequency response of one channel on the Filter Electronic
Circuit Board. The effect of installed filter modules and the op-amp compensation
circuits configured for unity gain is calculated. Appendix 0 provides an analysis of the
frequency response of the differentiator stage. As presently configured, four of the five
channels that receive active filtering go through a Filter Input Buffer Amplifier, a 4 Po]
Butterworth Low Pass Filter and a Filter Output Buffer Amplifier. The fifth channel is
the conductivity electronics circuit and it is analyzed in Appendix M. Three of the Filt
Electronics Circuit Board channels that recieve active filtering feed into differentiator
stages where another output buffer stage is used. The following is an analysis of the
frequency response of these electronics including the effect of the differentiator output
buffer but not including the frequency response of the differentiator stage.

The Buffer frequency compensation components are as follows:

Rfl is the value of the feedback resistor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Rf2 is the value of the feedback resistor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Rf3 is the value of the feedback resistor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
Rfbl(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Filter Input Buffc
Rfb2(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Filter Output
Buffer.
Rfb3(f) is the value of the freq dependent feedback impedance for the Differentiator
Output Buffer.
Cfl is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Cfl is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Cfi is the value of the compensation capacitor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
Rifi is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Filter Input Buffer.
Rif2 is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Filter Output Buffer.
Rif3 is the value of the inverting input resistor for the Differentiator Output Buffer.
f is the frequency applied to the gain stage.
Avfl (f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier.
Avf2(f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Filter Output Buffer Amplifier.
Avf3(f) is the freq dependent voltage gain of the Differentiator Buffer.

The frequency range currently required for Microsoar is from dc to 256 hertz. This is
determined by the sampling rate of the slow A/D converter channels. This analysis wil]
determine the frequency response from 2 Hz to 500 Hz.

Letfbearangefrom2Hzto500Hz: f:=2,4..500
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The effect of the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier will be calculated first:

Cfl O.000i.iO6 i.in 10000 Rfl 10000

1 Rfl
RTh1(f)

2irfCfl
Avfl(f)

Rfbl(f)

Rfl 1 Rifi

2irfCfl

To characterize the frequency response calculate a frequency dependent gain stage that is
multiplied times the input voltage at each frequency to determine the output. The dc gair
of the circuit (-Rfl /Rifl) will be used as a reference.

Avfl (f)
Fltroutl(f)

-1
Rifl

0.995

0.99

0.985

0.98

F1trout1(
0.975

0.97

0.965

0.96

0.955

0.95

Filter Input Buffer Amplifier

1 10 100

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure N.1 Frequency Response Curve of Filter Input Buffer Amplifier - Spring
1997
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The frequency response of the Filter Output Buffer Amplifer is calculated next:

Cf2 0.0001.10-6 Rif2 10000

Rfb2(f)

Rf2
2itfCf2

Rf2i-
2irfCf2

D(SIIIIII]

Avf2(f)
Rfb2(f)

Rif2

The effect of the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier will be calculated first:

To characterize the frequency response calculate a frequency dependent gain stage that
is multiplied times the input voltage at each frequency to determine the output. The dc
gain of the circuit (-Rfl/Rifl) will be used as a reference.

Fltrout2(f)
Avf2(f)

i.2
Rif2

0.995

0.99

0.985

0.98
F1trout2(f

°:::

0.965

0.96

0.955

0.95

Filter Output Buffer Amplifier

10 100

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure N.2 Frequency Response Curve of Filter Output Buffer Amplifier -
Spring 1997
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The Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier will be the same as the Filter Output
Buffer Amplifier.

Fltrout3 (f) Fltrout2 (f)

0.981

F1trout3(i
0.975

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure N.3

Frequency Response of the Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier - Spring 1997

The effect of the 4 pole butterworth filter can calculated as follows:

fc=corner frequency fc 125 o(f) 2icf S(f) := i co(f)

Wpl(fc) 2it(1.000000).fc Qi 0.5411961

Wp2(fc) 2it(1.000000).fc Q2 := 1.306563

H(s) Wpl(fc)2Wp2(fc)2

(s2 5Wpl(fc) wPl(fC)2).(s2 s.WP2 Wp2(fc)2
Qi Q2 /

.3



H1(x) [(Im(H(S(f))))2 (Re(H(S(f))))2]5

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

H1(S()
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
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Figure N.4 Frequency Response of a 4 Pole Butterworth Low Pass Filter fc =
125 Hz
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The transfer function for the Filter Input Buffer Amplifier, the 4 Pole Butterworti
Low Pass Filter with fc at 125 Hz, and the Filter Output Buffer Amplifier is
calculated as follows:

Fltrbdout(f)

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Fltrbdout(f) Fitrouti (f) .Fltrout2(f) H1 (s (f))

Filter Channel Frequency Response

10 100

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure N.5 Frequency Response Curve for 125 Hz filter channel of
the Filter Board - Spring 1997
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Finally, a correction term is calculated that can be multiplied times the output at a
specific frequency in order to correct the frequency response.

1
Correction(f)

Fltrbdout(f)

50

45

40

30
0
0

0

Correction(f)
25

20

15

10

Li

Filter Channel Freq. Response Correction

1 10 100

f
Frequency in Hz

Figure N.6 Frequency Response Correction for 125 Hz filter
chnl of Filter Board - Spring 1997
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Finally if we add the effect of the Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier we can calculat
the frequency response of the Total dXldt circuit (without the effects of the actual
differentiation).

Diffdat

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Diffdata(f) Fltrbdout(f) .Flfrout3(f)

Figure N.7 Frequency Response of Filter Board with 125 Hz Filter including
Differentiator buffer amplifier signal path - Spring 1997
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Finally if we add the effect of the Differentiator Output Buffer Amplifier we can calculat'
the frequency response of the Total dX/dt circuit (without the effects of the actual
differentiation).

Diffdat

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

[W1

0.1

Diffdata(f) := Fltrbdout(f) .Fltrout3(f)

Figure N.8 Frequency Response Correction Curve of Filter Board with 125 Hz
Filter including Differentiator buffer amplifier signal path - Spring
1997
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APPENDIX 0 ANALYSIS OF FILTER ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT
BOARD DIFFERENTIATOR CIRCUIT
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Appendix 0 Analysis of Filter Electronics Circuit Board Différentiator Circuit

diffckt.mcd

This appendix calculates the frequency response of the differentiator stage on the Filter
Electronics Circuit Board. There are three differentiator circuits on the Filter
Electronics Circuit Board. Appendix N contains the frequency response analysis for th
filters and buffer amplifier compensation circuits.

The differentiator circuit has the following values:

Rf 100000 Cf:= 0.0000000015

Ri 1000 Cl 0.00000015

The circuit was designed so that (Rf)(Cf) = (R1)(Cl)

RfCf= l.510 R1Cl = 1.510

The output voltage as a function of the input voltage is expressed as follows:

Vo (- Rf Cl) (_Vin) so:

Definitions f:= .1,.5..10000

Vo:= (-i.s.io) (Vin)

co(f) := 2itf S(f) j o(f)

For this differentiator circuit configuration:

1
fa

2irRfCl

fb:=
1

2tRlCl

fa = 10.61

fi, = 1.06110

The gain of the differentiator circuit will increase 20 dB / decade from a gain of zero
dB at fa (10.61 Hz) to 40 dB at fb (1000 Hz). Actually as we will see below it
starts rolling off before it gets to 40 dB.
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The output of the differentiator circuit is given by the following frequency analysis::

The frequency dependent gain is given by the following relations:

zf(s)
Rf

CfS

CfS

Gain(S) :=
-zf(s)
zi(s)

1
zi(s) := Ri

c1.S

Gainl(x) [(Im(Gain(S(f))))2 (Re(Gath(S(f))))2]5

Figure 0.1 Frequency response of the Differentiator Stage
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To express the gain in dB use the following relation:

dBGainl(S) 201og(Gainl(S))

f

Frequency in Hz

Figure 0.2 Frequency response of the Differentiator Stage,
in dB, with 0 dB = unity gain




